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FOREWORD

T

his book attempts to chronicle the stories and places
that define Palisades Park’s idiosyncratic history and its
proud inhabitants. Each chapter will address different
aspects of the community, paying close attention to the town’s
commercial expansion, its various ethnic minorities, its important and pervasive religious life, and its political future. The
chapters will include excerpts and first-hand accounts from
current and past residents—often adopting their worldviews—
as well incorporating material adapted from newspapers and
local journals. Through a description of the diverse and vibrant
corners and sites in the town, the book will try to understand
the transformations in ethnic relations over the years and
bring light to what makes Palisades Park unique compared to
other Koreatowns. Ultimately, it is the intersecting and hybrid
memories and experiences embedded in these places that give
the truest account of what life is like in this town of constant
metamorphoses.
The East Foundation
January 2021
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Municipalities with Korean American Population (2010)

Municipality

County

Korean
Americans

Palisades Park
Fort Lee
Edgewater
Cliffside Park
Leonia
La Palma
Ridgefield
Manhattan
Cerritos
Cresskill
Great Neck
Plaza
Fullerton
River Edge
Torrance
Queens
Northvale
Closter
Englewood
Cliffs

Bergen County, NJ
Bergen County, NJ
Bergen County, NJ
Bergen County, NJ
Bergen County, NJ
Orange County, CA
Bergen County, NJ
New York City, NY
Los Angeles, CA
Bergen County, NJ
Nassau County, NY

10,115
8,318
2,258
1,797
2,369
2,587
2,835
19,683
7,240
1,522
220

Percentage of
municipality’s
population
51.5%
23.5%
19.6%
7.6%
26.5%
16.6%
25.7%
1.2%
14.8%
17.8%
3.3%

Orange County, CA
Bergen County, NJ
Los Angeles, CA
New York City, NY
Bergen County, NJ
Bergen County, NJ
Bergen County, NJ

15,544
1,264
12,092
64,107
757
1,771
1,072

11.5%
11.1%
8.3%
2.9%
16.3%
21.2%
20.3%
Source: wikipedia.org
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PROLOGUE

On the Bus to Koreatown

A

t the intersection of Central and Broad Avenue in Palisades Park, among the bustling cars and pedestrians traveling in the relentless summer heat, a series of buses
queues up. As the traffic slowly progresses, they inch closer to
the street curb, aggressively competing for room and eager
to carry on to the next stop. After exchanging curt yet polite
“thank yous” with the bus driver, each passenger disembarks and
continues along their quotidian path, each of their projected
turns and passing encounters contributing to the whirling social
mosaic. Most are making their way back home after arduous
workdays in Manhattan and its outer boroughs, lying only a few
miles to the east; others are returning from grocery shopping
and similarly productive afternoons in nearby towns. Despite
the influx of individuals and the inescapable rush hour, the frenzied movement is somewhat expected—it is a fixture of most
towns in Bergen County and Northern New Jersey, as New York
City’s frantic yet inimitable energy travels across the Hudson
River and imprints itself onto this seemingly confused slice of
suburbia. And yet, even before one steps off the bus, the prevalence of vibrant Hangul signposts, soju advertisements, and
Bunshik restaurants visible through its dim windows is enough
to convince any first-time traveler that the bus has somehow
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been displaced halfway across the world, to Seoul or Busan.The
predominant language has abruptly transitioned from English
to Korean, and the many faces seen on the streets, as well as
those on the bus, seem to be almost exclusively those of Korean
Americans and Korean immigrants. At every glance, there are
foreign banks and newspapers, stylish cafés and inviting karaokes, beauty stores and traditional food markets. These sights
accumulate as the bus continues along this route, and beget
surprise and even slight alienation for those unused to such
communities.To compare this place with Manhattan’s one-street
Koreatown would seem to be inadequate; the span of this area,
at first glance, seems to compete with those massive migrant
enclaves in the West Coast and abroad. One naturally assumes
that the town must have always been like this, surely—but how?
Another look, however, shows that this assumption, while
inevitable, is not wholly accurate.As this reliable but oftentimes
nauseating bus moves further along, the electronic display inside
yields street names such as Brinkerhoff Avenue, Edsall Boulevard,
and Roff Avenue. Looking past the abundance of Korean stores,
one sees a significant number of Central American immigrants
on the corners outside nearby groceries and kiosks—many
of them day laborers, awaiting employment at any moment.
Elsewhere, a small number of Italian American and Guatemalan
restaurants occupy their own space, offering dishes from pizza
to arepas. Despite the large crowds near the street corners,
there is a notable absence of high-rise apartments; the nearby
area instead recalls the cozy, sheltered, typically suburban neighborhoods found elsewhere in the county. And while there are
businesses and a wide array of stores, they all seem restricted
to the expansive main street, Broad Avenue. They continue up
until the intersection at Route 46, Columbia Avenue, where the
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traffic converges and where the town overlooks the numerous
highways carving the sprawling urban landscape.The remainder
of the town extends in the opposite direction, with residential
developments that dot the surrounding hills and occasional
patches of woodlands.The houses, many of them recently developed and expanded into chic duplexes, lead up towards Bergen
Boulevard, where the New York skyline can be easily seen.
In every part of this town, there are aspects that seem to
recall other times and places—reminders of past traditions and
former communities. Scattered among the tattered walls of
old buildings and the ultramodern sheen of new stores, there
are details whose juxtapositions do not so much contradict
one another as demonstrate the transformational power inherent in migration. A town can be remade and reimagined by its
core constituents, yet it always retains hidden fragments of its
elusive history. It is in this world between worlds where the
Korean diaspora is quickly growing and further establishing
its home in the United States, forming the highest percentage
and density of its kind in the entire country. In its ascendancy,
in its newfound changes, a town of constant metamorphoses
emerges, its people ebbing and flowing from New York and into
an outwardly homogenous, yet paradoxically diverse, community.
The buses come and go, passing with such regularity that they
almost fade into the background, obscured by the new stores,
the new homes, or the growing population. Over the passing
years, however, their windows reflect stories of transformation, acting as a mirror to the streets and crowds they pass
through, all the while carrying future inhabitants of this town and
beyond. In those reflected windows, years of beginnings and false
promises intertwine with attempts at assimilation, interethnic
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struggles with condolences and unity, and a burgeoning Korean
majority and Hispanic workforce with older European migrants.
Individual stories flash by and are just as quickly forgotten, but
then reappear in strange corners of the town, in people’s passing
remarks, and become shared, communal memories. In a town of
constantly shifting guises, trying to adequately describe a single
street, let alone the entire neighborhood, is akin to trying to
take a photo on a moving bus: things become blurry and out
of focus, and the fragments of light entering the lens are unable
to capture all the sudden movements. Everything is susceptible
to passing time here, and will continue to be so in the years
to come, but these modest buses remain the constant, reliable
documenters of the familiar yet changing sceneries in this corner
of North Jersey.
Just thirty years ago, the current Palisades Park would have
seemed just as foreign to the first-generation of Korean Americans as any other city. Those who had originally moved to
Palisades Park in the 1980s from Seoul or nearby Queens and
the Bronx discovered a town that was instead dominated by
blue-collar workers and professionals whose families were
from Italy, Germany, and Greece. The predominant language
was English, and it was uncommon to hear anything else spoken,
for the inhabitants were several generations removed from their
ancestry.They retained their culture in their names and in their
gastronomy, but they viewed themselves as primarily Americans.
The town was marked by little to no change, its seemingly inert
lifestyle existing comfortably in the shadow of its namesake,
the Palisades Amusement Park. And yet this unlikely site was a
desirable location for Korean immigrants who no longer wanted
to live in New York City’s cramped communities but still desired
the ease of access that a quiet, suburban town like Palisades Park
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could offer.The town’s commute was an immediately desirable
factor for Koreans seeking to move into New Jersey: they could
maintain their jobs while ensuring their children attended a
good educational system. The cheap housing rates, especially
when compared to other towns, certainly facilitated migration.
As more migrants began to move into the town, they began to
open and own more businesses, thereby encouraging further
movement into the area.The language barriers soon dissipated,
but new ones were erected between the newer immigrants and
the older ones. In a few years, the town was increasingly made
in the image of the Korean store and needs—to the surprise,
disdain, and anger of their neighbors.
The landscape in Palisades Park is just a snapshot, a mere
portrait, of the larger trends in Korean migration to the United
States. In order to understand the town’s past and present, it
is important to contextualize it as a part of a greater, cohesive
network of Korean settlements in Bergen County, ones stretching into neighboring states and including communities like Fort
Lee, Manhattan, and Queens.Taken as a group, the various Koreatowns exchange and interact with many other major Korean
hubs in the country, from Los Angeles to New York. Considered together, these locations are hotbeds for contemporary
Korean culture and for vibrant and diverse immigrant experiences—encompassing narratives from recent travelers, overseas
students, first- and second-generation Korean Americans, and so
forth. They did not form in a vacuum, and they do not behave
independently of their neighboring constituencies. Koreatowns,
like their Chinese and Hispanic counterparts, are deeply woven
into the fabric of American life. Following decades of growth
and expansion, these communities are no longer outsiders to
mainstream cultural life; its inhabitants are not detached visitors
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from South Korea, but rather fully autonomous citizens and
residents. They co-exist with other nationalities and political
structures: they are extensions of the international Korean diaspora, but they also assume a pivotal role in forging a unique
Korean American identity.And, despite the obvious overarching
similarities, each Koreatown is different in its level of diversity,
political representation, and cohesiveness. Some, like the one in
Manhattan, are more business-oriented and commercially driven;
others, like the sprawling community in Orange County, are
vast areas of residential life, featuring widespread political and
civic engagement.They all, however, strive for greater solidarity,
opportunity, and social mobility for their immigrant populations.
Korean immigrants are traveling and building upon the
communities and legacies established by their ancestors in
the early to mid-20th century. As many scholars have noted,
the Immigration Act of 1965 was the turning point in Korean
immigration. This legislation abolished former quota systems
and opened the doors for a larger number of migrants from
several Asian and non-European countries, especially those of
lower- and middle-class backgrounds. South Korea was one of
the chief beneficiaries of the immigration changes. According
to diaspora academic Pyong Gap Min, more than one million
Koreans immigrated to the United States between 1965 and
2009.Although Koreans also traveled in two earlier waves—first
to Hawaii at the beginning of the 20th century and once more
after World War II and the Korean War—this final wave has
been the most prominent and influential. The number of immigrants has fluctuated throughout the last decades, as economic,
societal, and political circumstances encouraged or impeded
migration. But in general, most Koreans traveling immediately
after 1965 formed the basis for the extensive communities that
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are continuing to grow to this day. Many were drawn in and
motivated by the then-succeeding American economy and its
apparent freedom in the face of the more oppressive Korean
military regimes.They were, according to scholar Kyeyoung Park,
inspired by “American fever”: they wholeheartedly believed that
they could improve their livelihoods through access to highclass educations and jobs. These immigrants also recognized
the importance of granting their children access to a college
education, which was not always accessible to many Koreans
in their home country. It was during these early years after the
legislative act when Koreans established their long-standing and
extensive communities in Los Angeles and New York—two of
the greater hubs for migrants in the country. These locations
attracted unprecedented numbers of Korean migrants from the
1970s and 1980s, and many established settlements in downtown LA or in Flushing, Queens. Even today, these two sites
are recognized as the cultural centers for many of the outlying
neighborhoods in these regions.
In the case of Bergen County, the Koreans who initially settled
in Queens and nearby neighborhoods in Woodside and Flushing during the 1980s re-migrated to New Jersey, attracted by
the seemingly comfortable lifestyles and the opportunity to
start new communities and smaller business ventures there.
As well, the county’s easy accessibility to Manhattan and other
commercial centers was both attractive and convincing. Following the IMF Asian Crisis in the late 90s, the number of Korean
migrants surged once again at the turn of the 21st century, and
continues to increase today.The intensive societal and business
networks present in large Koreatowns have attracted many
migrants, creating enticing opportunities for middle-class Koreans hoping to settle somewhere not too different from their
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home country and alongside other Koreans. According to other
sources, towns like Fort Lee and Palisades Park particularly are
home to relocated branches of Korean multinational corporations, like Samsung and LG. All these factors have prompted
subsequent “chains” of migration to the region, further away
from other sites in New York. And in recent years, Korean
students have also sought to travel and momentarily seek lives
here in the United States. After graduating from their college
programs, a significant number of these students decide to
pursue options within the country rather than return to South
Korea.These students contribute to an unusually large number
of temporary residents who then become status-adjusters: they
apply for permanent residency and commit to long-term futures
in the U.S. Their youth and fluency in English and Korean, as
well as their knowledge of both cultures, further complicates
the traditional divide between the older first-wave migrants
and their Korean American offspring. The future dynamic of all
Korean communities hinges on the relationship between the
different classes of older and newer generations of immigrants.
Korean Americans can afford to divide their work and residential
lives, even across states, because there are opportunities and
ease of access to do so. This results in the slightly fragmented
but sprawling appearance of Korean communities in the area.
They are always in a state of re-migration and resettlement,
and the lines between residential and commercial districts are
becoming clearer, even as these communities expand.
Palisades Park has followed these social trends while becoming the standout example of Korean American assimilation in
the country. Despite its small size, the community integrates
the divergent characteristics that define other enclaves in an
unprecedented fashion, acting as more of a constantly evolving
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ethnoburb, where years of developments are condensed and
echoed across tens of thousands of lives. In every bus that
passes through the town’s busy streets, countless personal
narratives give a face to those abstract developments, as residents themselves try to come to terms with the simultaneously gradual and widespread changes. Even outside those
buses, in the hundreds of commuter cars that now occupy
every garage and line the many parking lots, or in the cramped
restaurants and bakeries where Korean cuisine reigns supreme,
new and old immigrants interact and create an unlikely fusion
of cultural influences. Korean, English and Spanish co-exist but
frequently overlap, endowing the neighborhood with countless dimensions in their repeated collisions. Palisades Park is
fundamentally marked by the way in which its respective ethnic
groups interact with the now Korean majority and each other,
and how their distinct cultures and languages intertwine and
cooperate.
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PART ONE

A Transformative Migration: A Brief, Kaleidoscopic
History of the Palisades Park Community
On the wide sidewalk outside Palisades Park’s borough
hall, a dance erupts. A man and woman join hands. They look
at each other for just a moment before directing their eyes
to their feet, paying careful attention to their footwork. They
immediately return their gazes to each other as they begin to
move in harmony, with a lightness that belies their heavy traditional outfits, while the music playing in the background—especially the propulsive janggu rhythm section—builds towards a
steady march. The onlooking crowd, though surprisingly small,
is impressed by the choreography and remains fixated on their
elegant dance. Every footstep initiates a cascade of flowing
movements that only enhances the bright colors of their hanbok
gowns, the vibrant red, yellow, and blue hues in sync with one
another, recalling with every slight gesture centuries of this
Korean folk dance. And just when the spectacle seems to fade,
the percussion breathes life into the mix, inviting slight changes
of speed and offering new gestures to work with. But suddenly
a bus horn bursts out just behind, followed by the flat, uninterested cries of other nearby cars—Broad Avenue’s indifferent
traffic unceremoniously interrupting this graceful display.
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Annoyed by the abrupt noise, as well as the sun’s glare, a nearby
cameraman mutters angrily to himself, further exasperated by
the sun’s unabetted glare. It is a bad day for filming, considering
the apparent lack of interest in the event and especially due to
the heat and humidity. Wiping his brow, he looks around, his
eyes wandering a little farther back, just to the right of the hall
and close to the bus stop, where a crowd dozes off on the local
garden benches, seeking refuge in the slivers of available shade.
Some people are sharing drinks like iced coffee, while others
await friends and acquaintances. They are mostly unmoved by
the festivities, but are grateful for the momentary distraction.
Korean and Hispanic workers, meanwhile, board the passing
bus and leave to complete their workdays.The dancers and the
accompanying drummers continue to move as if nothing had
changed, in their gloriously secluded world, oblivious to those
filming them and the humble, noticeably older audience, instead
focusing on keeping the festive spirit of their movements alive.
But the illusion is gone; the bustling noise and distraction that
just will not go away. Even the colors have lost their imaginative
powers. And one begins to wonder why anyone thought that
the town hall was a good spot for this dance in the first place.

for many New York families attracted to the seemingly modest
pleasures of suburban life. The neighborhood has historically
been well-regarded for its ideal location, its plentiful maple and
Bradford pear trees and macadamized roads, and its small-town
character. Outside the commercial roads, those traits persist,
and the town is still a desirable location for immigrants who
seek the ease of access, comfort, and relatively cheap housing
that it can offer.

But events like these are common throughout the year, and
have been for decades, as the town takes pride in frequently
showcasing its cultural diversity and rich history. Since Palisades
Park was founded over a century and a half ago in 1878, starting off as a minor independent borough and later incorporating from portions of the nearby Ridgefield Township, the town
has frequently adopted these celebrations to maintain some
sense of tradition in an ever-changing community. From the
inauguration of its first mayor and council, the area has been
known for its serene, undulating landscape, a welcome respite
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And yet in the time since the first borough hall was established, the area has transformed many times over; in practice,
these modest festivities are the few remaining links between
the towns of yore and today. Just thirty years ago, the current
Palisades Park would have seemed just as unbelievable and
foreign to its then-inhabitants as it would have been for the
settlers at the end of the 19th century. The first generation of
Korean migrants who had originally moved to Palisades Park in
the 1980s and then in greater numbers in the 90s discovered
a town that was then dominated by blue-collar workers and
merchants whose families originated from Italy, Germany and
Greece. These families themselves were often strangers to its
earlier Dutch, English, Polish and Croatian inhabitants. In whichever era, the more migrants began to move into the town, the
more businesses they began to open and own, further encouraging new waves of migration.The language barriers dissipated
but often returned; the buildings were erected and repurposed,
only to be destroyed and rebuilt for new businesses operating in
different languages. Most recently, the town has been increasingly
made in the image of its Korean constituents, to the surprise,
disdain, and anger of its immediate neighbors.And these changes
will continue to develop in the near future. But these events at
least try to recall those different periods in the town’s memory,
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and to bring light to the many peoples who have been able to
call this town home.These celebratory moments, despite their
performativity, are the few moments when others can reflect
on these changes.Whether they are written down or recorded
on film, they become indelible markers of the community’s
oft-forgotten past.

dancers and instrumentalists head off in their own directions,
while the small crowd disperses. Its members return to their
daily schedules, some staying on Broad Avenue to shop or dine,
others leaving by car or bus.

The celebration today is an impromptu one, but honors the
anniversary of Korean migration in the town. It pales in stature compared to the larger and more familiar Chuseok and
Korean Independence Day festivals, but the event here is a
more personal one, intimately linked to the town’s recent inhabitants. All these events are usually recorded or documented,
even if they escape the notice of most of the population. The
cameraman here, wishing to remain unnamed, is recording for
the borough’s website, but hopes that it will receive greater
attention in nearby Korean-based social media.And so, returning
his attention to the dance once more, he picks up his equipment, tells himself that he’ll be able to edit the audio later,
moves closer, and resumes filming.The dancing soon reaches its
climax. Zooming in, the camera frames the dancers’ bodies with
the booming percussion in the background and momentarily
steadies its gaze, then focuses out and horizontally pans across
to the nearby crowd as the dance reaches its triumphant end.
The camera finally stops at a nearby war memorial to the right
of the building, lingering on the solemn countenance of the
nameless statue of a lone soldier, before staring upwards at the
national and state flags. The cameraman finishes the recording,
and the dancers conclude their performance soon after. Some
council members briefly offer closing remarks, bringing an end
to today’s general procession—another landmark in the history
of the town, but otherwise largely unnoticed.The jang go chum
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As the people recede and the sidewalk empties, the town’s
borough hall appears rather ordinary. The building, not more
than two stories high, is officially a municipal complex, housing the administrative offices of the town as well as the local
police station. Beside the memorial on its right side, a relatively
large metal awning covers its length, providing some shade to
a few green benches. A middle-aged Korean couple is sitting
there, relaxing in the pleasant spring air after having observed
the processions. Mrs. Park, a woman of slight build but with an
elegant, bright smile, has lived here for at least a few years now,
having originally moved into the town directly from South Korea
at the behest of her daughter, who had settled in the community a few years before.Although not fluent in English, she has a
confident command of the language and manages well enough
whenever she needs to use it. By the time she arrived here,
Palisades Park was already known abroad for its marked Korean
identity, not unlike Flushing or Manhattan K-town. Migrants
who traveled before her, like her daughter, might have had to
undergo a more thorough assimilation process, while those
who migrated after her, like some of her friends, encountered a
town that showed few signs of non-Korean life and thus fewer
interracial conflicts.
Mrs. Park did not grow up here, so she does not have the
same attachment to the town or its traditions as its older
Korean and American inhabitants. Despite that, she and her
husband were intensely moved by the dance before, not only
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admiring the procession for its native cultural worth, but also
feeling a sense of community with the older and newer generations of Korean immigrants. And she is particularly looking
forward to the Memorial Day Parade in a few days, an event she
says that she has attended regularly since her arrival and has
personally recognized as the noteworthy event on the town’s
calendar. Echoing the sentiments of other residents, young and
old, she says the parade is the one time when everyone seems
to participate, when all the different commercial and religious
groups gather and celebrate together. She herself walks along
with the other members of her church congregation, while
her grandchildren and daughter watch from the sidewalks.
The event is dedicated to all members of the community, and
everyone in town seems eager to join; it is a veritable shared
event and an annual occasion to look at the small or grand
changes that the neighborhood has undergone.

On that day, on any given corner, young children can be seen
eagerly waving their American flags alongside heartened senior
citizens, who also carry their own Korean flags and brandish
traditional colors. The members of the New Jersey Presbyterian Church hold and hit their own sogo (beokgu) drums as
they proceed through the commercial heart of the town, while
political parties walk with signs and banners written in Hangul.
Mrs. Park also participates in one of these groups, and feels at
home with both her Korean and non-Korean neighbors—far
from being the odd one out, she feels the greatest sense of
shared civic pride when she walks and sees other individuals in
her daily life so easily accepted and encouraged by one another.
But unsurprisingly, the day always begins at the borough hall,
as the mayor and his immediate council, usually speaking from
an elevated and shaded platform, welcome the residents and
commence the celebration. The police department, whose
sergeants and officers are also increasingly Korean American,
directs the crowd’s attention to the memorial and then allows
the mayor to speak once more before officially initiating the
parade. For a couple of decades now, the announcements
have been conducted in English, Spanish and especially Korean,
but in recent years, with the inauguration of the town’s first
Korean-American mayor, Democrat Christopher Chung, the
mayor has been able to translate and speak directly to both
his Korean and American constituents. At last year’s ceremony, he called for further cooperation between the disparate residents, and for continued socio-economic growth.This
gesture was not lost on the thousands of migrants who have
settled years before, nor on the older inhabitants, many whom
could never have possibly imagined such a scenario. These
humble moments, more than any other, highlight the historical
processes that have laid these foundations, and evoke those

Every Memorial Day, Broad Avenue and its connecting
roads—even the nearby interstate throughways—are closed
off and made open to the public. Local businesses and stores,
though open, nonetheless encourage their clientele to participate in the event, and many have groups that congregate
and directly conduct their own processions. These parades
are admittedly commonplace in surrounding boroughs and
throughout the state, but Palisades Park’s diverse and shifting
demographics makes it stand apart, as hundreds of Korean,
Hispanic, and Italian immigrants enthusiastically display their
heritage. But the parade serves as an intimate mosaic of the
community’s past and present. Far from being an abandoned
tradition, the parade seems to have only grown in popularity
and appeal.
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places or peoples that have changed or gone away with such
drastic transformations.

persist in future generations. By the time of the town’s first
Memorial Day Service, Palisades Park had thoroughly expanded
into immediately surrounding lands and experienced several
mayoral terms—two under the leadership of the Edsall family.
Meanwhile, commercial hub of the area had moved from Grand
Avenue and up the sloping hills to Broad Avenue. The original
borough complex, though destroyed in a fire, was then immediately recreated in its current location. The population also
doubled in just ten years and would continue to increase in
every subsequent decade. Those residents who participated
in those early festivities would have considered themselves
staunch Americans, but simultaneously proudly claimed Italian,
Croatian, and Dutch ancestry. Within the town’s mile-and-ahalf area, those inhabitants established their own Catholic and
Protestant churches, thereby paving the way for continued
religious tolerance, as these places would be expanded upon
or repurposed by succeeding immigrants. And as the 1960s
initiated another wave of Italian migration to the state—over
35,000 migrants would settle there every five years—the town
adopted a steadier identity. Broad Avenue in particular came to
be associated with Italian restaurants like Donna’s and Gino’s, as
well as a plethora of small businesses like Anthony’s Pharmacy
and the Rotolo family’s law firm. The town’s inhabitants prided
themselves in their warm hospitality and their great sense of
togetherness.

When the first mayor of the town, John S. Edsall, was sworn
into office and welcomed by his fellow residents over a century
ago, he also hoped that Palisades Park would develop into a
site for religious freedom and continuously embrace diversity.
The mayor was the great-grandson of one of the first Dutch
settlers in the area, with an ample farming estate that spread
through much of Grand Avenue and what is now West Edsall
Boulevard, and he and his family recognized the importance of
a tight-knit community. He was welcoming of the area’s new
Italian immigrants and set to expand the newly incorporated
borough’s population; he vowed to do so by maintaining the
area’s attractive farming land while reforming its transportation,
education, and pavement systems. Many of the streets were
named during this rapid period of expansion, usually after the
families who owned land in the immediate area. But even he,
with his ardent enthusiasm, could not have predicted the scope
of the developments to come. If there is one communal tradition that has survived and prospered in Palisades Park, it was
the rapid establishment of foreign residences and businesses.
Shortly after the town’s birth, there were already some notable Italian settlements that were keen on expanding their influence. A small number of Italian migrants originally established
homes on a steep, rocky hill then referred to as Nanny Goat
Hill, near current-day East Brinkerhoff Avenue. Surrounded by
a larger Polish community, which had been established decades
earlier, residents like Mr. Brescia and Patsy Pirraglia nonetheless carved out humble existences herding goats and teaching
farming techniques to their families—small practices that would
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Recounting her experiences at last year’s parade, Mrs. Park
retold an encounter she had had with Emily, an older white
woman of Italian descent, while walking down Broad Avenue.
This woman, supposedly part of the Palisades Park Chamber of
Commerce and participating with a larger group of predominantly Italian-American merchants, was enjoying her time but
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informing Mrs. Park about how different things looked now than
during her adolescence. Pointing to the modern-day Rodeo Mall
Plaza—a three-story building housing numerous Korean businesses, restaurants and cafés—she said the site used to be the
home of a beloved cinema, the Park Lane Theater, where young
adults like her would go on romantic dates with other impressionable classmates and friends. She noted how the numerous
Korean or current restaurants were once, even until recently,
family-run businesses. Eun Ha Soo Catering, near the corner
of Central Boulevard was, decades ago,Weber’s Men and Boy’s
Shop, a clothing store that had been run by couple Murray
and Reba Weber since 1939. Hanky’s Hilltop Market, an Italian
American restaurant and deli on Brinkerhoff Avenue that was
originally opened in 1929 by Frank Martini, remained a town
staple until it too closed, later replaced by another successful
Italian eatery in 2010.There are countless other examples, from
businesses like F. Silva Printing Co. or the R & K Mockler Co.
to the nurseries and doctor offices that were operated by the
Susinno and Karadontes families.

community. In a similar way, the older Emily might have been so
interested in describing her personal recollections of the neighborhood to Mrs. Park as a way of reinforcing a surviving notion
of tradition—the idea that, despite all the changes, Palisades Park
was, somewhere deep down in individual and collective memories, still the same town it had been in her past. She is not the
only one to feel this way:At any older restaurant or business like
Donna’s or Anthony’s Pharmacy, antique photo albums and old,
local newspaper clippings adorn the walls, alluding to a history
that is often physically displaced with the constant movement
of new peoples and residences. At times, first- or second-hand
accounts like Emily’s are some of the few remaining stories of an
older era. And events like the Memorial Day Parade are among
the few remaining traditions that offer modest opportunities
to try to connect these disparate stories and ages with one
another, creating new ways to look at the town.

Many of these names, of course, remain unknown to newer
residents like Mrs. Park. But they remain in the memory of the
town’s older inhabitants, actively forming an underlying part of
the town’s identity.The businesses that have, remarkably, stood
the passing of time serve to reinforce this idea.Alliotts Plumbing
and Heating, a family business that started out humbly in a small
garage on Second Street in 1920, persists to this day after operating for over three generations at Alliotts Place. Secluded and
almost forgotten in a dead-end alleyway between two Korean
stores and a bar, this business nonetheless continues to serve
local needs and has found its own niche in this new suburban
landscape. It is a memento of an older city, but still a part of the
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But if these stories are forgotten by its inhabitants, they might
still live on in the archival footage in the town’s borough offices
or scattered throughout the internet. One such video reinvokes
Emily’s distant recollections and presents Palisades Park as it
was in 1963. Although less than two minutes long, the grainy,
yellow-tinted film finds the town celebrating its Memorial Day
Parade.The individual shots last for less than a few seconds each,
but they capture Broad Avenue’s appearance over fifty years
ago. The Park Lane Theater, with its Art Deco style (popular
at the time), stands triumphantly in the background as scores
of policemen, students, and boutique cars move in front of it
through the street. All the residents, from the children to the
adults, are happily waving their American flags, while the local
high school bands and baseball teams march along.The parade is
as crowded as it is today, but the atmosphere is still joyous and
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frenetic. The video ends with a final, close-up shot of the same
memorial right outside the borough hall: The camera lingers
nostalgically upon the statue, gazing at it for just a few seconds
and capturing its size in full, before returning its focus to the
dispersing crowd.
PART TWO
In the present, Mrs. Park and her husband grab their bags and
depart for dinner, having thoroughly enjoyed the Korean Heritage celebration.They are now waiting anxiously for the coming
parade. They walk past the municipal complex and towards
Brinkerhoff Avenue, on the corner of the Rodeo Mall Plaza.
They pass by the memorial but do not think much of it, just like
countless other residents who travel along these unadorned
sidewalks daily.The statue, then and now, is nameless and often
forgotten among the ever-busy streets, but so long as it can be
occasionally gazed upon, whether by cameras or spectators,
the history of town lives on, regardless of the inevitable local
transformations yet to be imagined.

One Business for Another: Success,Transformations,
and Disharmony on Broad Avenue

O

n the corner of Central and Broad Avenue, where a
plain building with large, vibrant yellow letters threatens to outshine the morning sun in the background,
a restaurant announces its third “Grand Opening” in perhaps
as many years, after yet another season of redevelopment and
rebranding. The building has been around for at least three
decades, perhaps more, but the businesses that have occupied
it have had a much more erratic history. Sharing a space with
dentist and realty offices on floors above, the restaurants there
have come and gone, sometimes because of the supposedly
poor food, other times because the managers could not find a
suitable or plausible way to fill its vast interior space.This corner,
as many younger inhabitants of the town believe, seems increasingly unlucky; one almost expects to see more establishments
come and go with the changing of the seasons.Yet, despite that,
that location has been a continuous site for Korean cuisine.The
success of the restaurants has varied, but the different shops
have nevertheless contributed to the growing number of Korean
restaurants on Broad Avenue. They are hallmarks of this vast
diasporic network.
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Aptly recognized in local and regional publications as the
center of Korean culture, the street is home to Korean fast-food
cuisine, fried chicken joints, barbecue grills, and noodle houses, as
well as butcheries, markets, and banks. Some of these locations
have been mainstays in the community for over two decades,
nestled comfortably among equally expanding coffee shops
and karaoke sites, while others have only recently managed to
establish themselves. New commercial trends vie for sustained
economic success in what is an increasingly competitive area. In
the few multi-floor commercial buildings, for instance, owners
are now opening separate pojangmachas, or Korean-style bars.
Colloquially known as pochas, they sell the street-food cuisine
and beverages common in Korean cities like Seoul and Busan
and are popular sites for the burgeoning, vibrant youth scene.
Compared to nearby boroughs and streets, only Fort Lee Road
in nearby Fort Lee—unsurprisingly also heavily Korean—and
“Korean Way” on 32nd Street in Manhattan come close to replicating the bustling street movement prevalent here during the
spring and summer. And as in any competitive neighborhood,
the sheer availability and breadth of options, though enticing
for customers, is a mixed blessing for these restaurants. Every
offhand opinion carries significant weight: the slightest praise or
complaint can resonate and travel via word-of-mouth, ushering
locals toward or away from any shop. It is why certain restaurant chains can open to much applause only to face economic
difficulties months thereafter, while others can last years and
generally remain unaffected. But the “Grand Opening” signs
are perhaps now as ubiquitous or ephemeral as the Korean
restaurants that make up the local vista.They are also indicative
of the community’s relentless transformative pace. In the span
of months, the town can experience many notable changes, but
among the nonstop influx of incoming businesses and stores,

these developments may very well be ignored and even forgotten. Far from solely being a destination for delicious Korean
cuisine, the street is a living reminder of the community’s progress and influence, as every restaurant and retail corner, each
with its own backstory and mythology, contributes to the larger
image of Korean American life in this otherwise humble New
Jersey landscape.
Across the same street corner as before, just slightly behind
the nearest traffic sign and before a sliver of road plagued with
parking meters, a series of car horns erupts and sends the area
into temporary disarray. There is one driver who, upon seeing
the endless row of occupied parking spaces, has decided to
double-park and congest the already packed street and busy
intersection. It is a public nuisance, albeit a quite common one
on these streets. A middle-aged woman steps out of the car
and walks towards Grand Furniture, an expansive home furnishings store that has been part of the community since 1989.
The store’s broad windows, which used to showcase elegant
but affordable couches, recliners, and mattresses, are instead
overlaid with large, foreboding signboards indicating “Clearance
sales” and imminent closure—in almost tragic contrast to the
new restaurants on the other side of the street. These sales
have become more frequent in the past months. It seems only
a matter of time before the space is refurbished for newer
uses, perhaps for a café or another shopping center. Although
the individual who just entered, who is understandably taking
full advantage of the sales on display, seems oblivious to the
significance of the store’s pending closing, it marks the end of
an important chapter in the town’s migrant history. The store
is one of the few still-standing monuments of a bygone era; it
is a memento of the first phase of Korean life in Palisades Park.
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The owner of Grand Furniture,Andy Nam, opened the store
amid great changes in the town’s demographics, during the initial
waves of Korean migration into the community, which later
surged in the 1990s. After originally arriving in New York back
in 1967, he settled in Palisades Park when it was a bastion of
Italian American culture. Mr. Nam is a calm and reliable figure,
well-trusted by his customers and neighbors alike, who acquired
the space at a time when Korean business were just beginning
to open and, in their immediate success, injecting new life into
what was a declining town. Forty years of service later, with
an aching back and retirement just around the corner, he has
decided to close and move on to another chapter in his life. But
his store’s longevity has marked him as an authoritative witness
to the neighborhood’s endless metamorphoses. While other
owners have come and gone, he has remained an ever-present
participant in the conflicts and advances made throughout the
years.

Unable to compete with nearby malls and the recession, many
hometown businesses and retail shops failed, and their owners
left in an unprecedented exodus. Deli and pizzeria staples like
Introna’s and Palisades Pizzas, as well as clothing stores like
Warjac’s, were quickly closed and boarded up—the buildings
no longer emblems of a prevalent and proud Italian American
heritage, but instead unfortunate symbols of a crushing sense
of decay and abandon. For residents like Susan Brauer, president
of the Palisades Park Homeowners Association, these places
were naturally tied to their most intimate memories; their disappearances were as devastating personally as they were to their
community at large. But this sudden void provided a unique
opportunity for the increasing number of Korean immigrants
who were hoping to establish their own footholds in America.
In a short span of years, the groundwork was laid for a unique
economic and social revitalization, one that would set the precedent for future developments.What was considered loss a for
one part of the community was a veritable gain for the other.

Though it is hard to believe now, after almost three decades
of sustained business, the building where Grand Furniture now
lies was once an old A&P supermarket, which closed unceremoniously in 1985. But it was only one of many older establishments in the neighborhood that were affected by the faltering
economy in the mid-1980s. Palisades Park had become a ghost
town and, with rents low and taxes increasing, it was in muted
disarray. The Rodeo Plaza Mall a few blocks down the street—
which now accommodates over fifteen businesses and includes
everything from exclusively Korean food courts and restaurants
to a café, a bank, a pharmacy, and a state-of-the-art eye care
center—was once the popular Park Lane Theater, originally built
in 1927 and the site of many memorable film viewings for the
town’s older residents. It too succumbed and closed in 1986.
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According to Mr. Nam, many Koreans from nearby and abroad
chose to move to Palisades Park precisely because its access
to nearby highways and proximity to New York City provided
attractive business opportunities.And compared with boroughs
like Fort Lee, the town’s lowering prices made it easier to
occupy and patronize former stores. As Koreans moved into
town, some abandoned their backgrounds in middle-class
professions like medicine and engineering to open small food
markets and nail salons. The initial breakthroughs were pivotal
in allowing a gradual reshaping of the area. In little to no time,
Broad Avenue was reinvigorated with new life; the street was
now the vibrant hotspot for Korean culture.The growing population and the rapid rise of these stores convinced Mr. Nam to
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establish the Korean American Merchants Association in 1991.
The association, which was later integrated into the Palisades
Park Chamber of Commerce, served as an intermediary for the
different economic interests in the community and encouraged
active participation on behalf of its migrants. For Nam and
other Korean owners in the town, there was a pressing need
to connect the new merchants with the political leaders in the
borough, as they already sensed an inevitable divide with the
town’s other occupants. The overwhelming ubiquity of Korean
culture in the town today belies the speed of its initial ascent
in the 90s, and the way that progress engendered discontent
among its inhabitants.These transformations are not uncommon
in urban areas like LA or New York, where neighborhoods like
Crenshaw and Harlem can change from one ethnic majority
to another. But in a suburb like this, every change is magnified
and accelerated. The town unwittingly became a site of ethnic
and racial strife, where divisive sentiments would continue to
reappear to the present day.

paradigm of Koreans and non-Koreans.The tension was not only
present between the Korean merchants and the town officials,
but throughout the neighborhood at large. This division was
rooted in the notion that the immigrants were not only moving
into the town, but also transforming the very cultural norms
that had defined the borough for much of its history. Although
there were a few delinquents who would break windows and
write phrases like “Kimchi, go home” on the walls of his store
in the early years after its opening, Mr. Nam suggested that the
problems were not explicitly personal, and they did not truly
escalate until a few years later, when the passive tension between
the townspeople threatened to overspill at any moment. Every
disagreement, every new policy, was an affront to both parties.
Former Mayor Farber described the split between the residents
as a “cordial strain”— one that would only increase as Koreans
continued to migrate into the area.

For someone like Mrs. Brauer, the changes were understandably hard to grapple with. The Hangul signs and the array of
Korean products that decorated Broad Avenue—a street that
was once the home of close memories—would have been alienating to those who had grown up in a traditionally American
background. “I feel like a stranger in my own town,” she once
remarked in an important local newspaper account, continuing
that she had felt that its new populace did not “want to adjust
to our culture.” Former Mayor Susan Spohn admitted as much
when she suggested that this “small borough” was ill-prepared
for the overwhelming extent of these “local, national and international issues.” The community was now understood, by its
many inhabitants and those in surrounding areas, through the
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Not too unlike the widespread “Grand Opening” signs in the
present day, the influx of all these new Korean establishments
in the 1990s initiated new commercial competition on Grand
Avenue and accelerated the pace of life for many of its residents. Many older inhabitants decried the Koreans’ insularity
and aloofness, but they were perhaps equally victims of their
own inability to adapt to the surrounding changes. Palisades
Park, a town that for decades had existed in relative cultural
stasis, was now being physically reshaped and reimagined by its
newer constituents.The borough was now, as one journalist put
it, a “parallel universe” that placed American traditions within
a thoroughly Korean perspective. The language and cultural
barriers were as notable and discomforting for the non-Korean
residents as they were for the immigrants, but perhaps what
was most alarming for the older inhabitants was the feeling
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that their city was being transformed from within, before their
very eyes. Familiar public spaces like the old theatre, and even
mundane grocery stores were now strange and radically novel
places, devoid of the traditional comfort that had long defined
them.With just a few phrases in Korean, older memories were
detached from their original homes and abandoned to the past.
The Korean stores, though obviously open to all, did not feel like
they catered to everyone, and thus contributed to a growing
sense of alienation.

And yet, these developments were not inevitable; they could
equally be challenged with a different, more accepting approach.
A block away from Mr. Nam’s Grand Furniture, sandwiched
between a small gas station and a series of Korean restaurants,
Anthony Giannantonio’s Pharmacy has equally stood the test
of time and demonstrated viable ways in which the cultural
divide between the community’s residents could be bridged
and altogether overcome. In contrast to the now countless
Korean pharmacies in town, the pharmacy’s unassuming facade
retains the small-town look that characterized much of the
street decades ago. Its plain English lettering harks back to
another chapter in the town’s history; but upon closer look,
the store’s windows, covered with the soju advertisements and
hangul posts that are abundant on other blocks, do not seem
the least out of place. The building is one of the few remaining
that demonstrates the cultural diversity of the town in its décor.
And this linguistic mix is consistent with its owner’s long-held
belief that the only way to adjust to the town’s many transformations is to embrace them.

Residents like Colleen Blackmore suggested as much. While
Korean businesses thrived, she felt out of place, and unsuited to
their products:“They don’t carry American sizes and they don’t
have anyone who can speak English.” Such an experience was
worlds away from the days when she and friends would meet
“behind the local bank parking lot” and plainly enjoy the time
together without feeling such discomfort. Others felt that the
Koreans’ behavior, though perhaps well-meaning, was rude and
abrupt, and that the newcomers were sometimes oblivious to
the needs of their fellow constituents. Even two decades later,
those sentiments persist, as some White residents claim that
the “new” Broad Avenue has never embraced or appealed to
them:“We live in Palisades Park, but we shop elsewhere.” Other
customers, who prefer to remain nameless to avoid conflict, feel
the same way: “We can go to cafés sometimes, but I don’t ever
frequent the restaurants; I just don’t belong.” Mr. Nam says that
his customers are from all types of backgrounds, yet he too does
not deny that most non-Koreans firmly believe that Korean
shops cater to Koreans, and that it was one of the unfortunate
consequences that emerged after decades of growth. When
the demographics of the town changed, many were unable to
adjust in time, and were forever frozen out.
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Like his non-Korean neighbors, Mr. Giannantonio was also
initially alarmed at the rapid rise in the number of Korean
immigrants, and found it difficult to understand their unfamiliar
needs and behavior. He recalls that they would frequently arrive
late in the day to fill out prescriptions, near closing time, and
would expect their demands to be met promptly.The language
barrier only exacerbated his unease. But rather than succumb
to these differences, he hired two Korean pharmacists to work
alongside him, and used Korean translations; he also learned
some simple phrases in Korean and sought to make brief but
personal connections with his customers. Those slight adjustments are present and prevalent today: the extended aisles have
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many of the same Korean products that one would typically
expect to see in a Korean pharmacy, but also more “standard”
fare found in American convenience stores. At the ends of the
store, there are signs in Korean, English and Spanish that clarify
the ways in which to order prescriptions, either in-person or
over the phone. In enacting these changes all those years ago,
Mr. Giannantonio learned more about his fellow residents. He
discovered that the Koreans’ long work hours prompted them
to look for prescriptions late; he also understood that the Koreans’ reluctance to speak English stemmed from their embarrassment about not being able to do so adequately. In the process,
he became aware of the misunderstandings plaguing the town
and how overblown they frequently were.The Korean-majority
Chamber of Commerce even appointed him vice-president for
his intercultural leadership. But he made necessary concessions without abandoning the principles that shaped his own
immigrant upbringing. His pharmacy, arguably a product of the
hybrid cultural tides, continues to succeed precisely because
of its inviting ethic. Remarkably, the Korean stores nearby have
thus undergone more change than his.

understand Korean and emphasized that it was unacceptable
to have it so widespread in an American town. In the view of
these residents, the Koreans needed to learn English and adopt
American customs, rather than the other way around. These
thoughts are undoubtedly still echoed today. Just a few years
ago in 2016, Mrs. Brauer, in less vociferous terms, reemphasized the oft-ignored disenfranchisement felt by non-Korean
inhabitants in a council meeting discussing the use of translators. The resentment that emerged in the 90s subsided in the
subsequent decades, but it never fully disappeared, though not
for want of trying. During his administration, the former mayor,
Farber, initially requested that all Korean businesses post signs
with the message “We welcome all customers” to appease the
rising tension, along with “symbolic” ads displaying the American and Korean flag. Even Hangul and English lettering had
to be of the same size, so as to avoid unnecessary discomfort. The Koreans’ apparent insularity, coupled with their lack
of communal participation early on, angered what was now a
White minority. But then his successor, Mayor Spohn, reignited
unprecedented interethnic strife when she and other borough
leaders enacted ordinances that required all retail businesses
to close at 9:00 p.m. and restaurants at 3:00 a.m. These new
regulations disproportionally affected the Korean merchants
and their customers—specifically patrons of the vibrant karaoke lounges, as well as several 24-hour restaurants. Curiously
enough, such restrictions did not apply to the town’s all-night
diner, whose owner was Greek-American.

Unfortunately, Anthony’s Pharmacy proved to be the exception rather than the norm, as other neighbors were not as willing
to accept similar conditions. Many, in fact, felt indignation that
they had to suddenly change their lifestyles to accommodate
newer immigrants, and they did not like that the Koreans were
becoming a sizeable majority and influencing town policies.As a
borough politician in the town once conceded, if anyone tried to
“accommodate the Koreans,” it was at the risk of “angering many
of the older white residents in the town.” A former resident,
recounting her experiences in the 90s, plainly admitted that she
did not want to see Korean lettering in the town; she didn’t
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In an interview with the New York Times, Mr. Nam likened
the situation at the time to “martial law,” and other prominent
figures on Broad Avenue were quick to point out the inherent
discrimination in the ordinances. Lawyer Michael Kim suggested
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that this new law was undoubtedly problematic and divisive; it
was exclusionary to the “politically expedient Koreans” who
nonetheless invested a lot of money into the town and were
trying to establish their own homes. The borough officials
vehemently denied allegations of racial prejudice; they claimed
they were protecting the overall community from disorderly
conduct, and cited numerous complaints from neighbors who
were annoyed by the unwelcome noise that accompanied this
burgeoning, late-night lifestyle. Some residents supported the
initiative because they wanted to uphold the borough’s “tranquil residential character”; they did not like that this town was
becoming more like New York City.

Koreans’ cultural upbringing.These scenes were emblematic of
this new era; the vocal nightlife put the town’s sudden changes
into sharp relief.The Koreans, for their part, were adamant that
their behavior did not merit these harsh ordinances; they only
asked to have the same opportunities that had been granted
to former immigrants.

Others had larger problems with the successful karaoke
studios that frequently attracted Koreans from surrounding
towns and were known for their boisterous crowds behind
closed doors.There were many occasions when Koreans young
and old, after long nights singing and relaxing, would loiter on
the sidewalk outside the karaoke bars in the early hours of the
morning. Such behavior was foreign and surprising for inhabitants completely unaware of the culture and for those who had,
for generations, recognized Palisades Park as their quiet abode.
Their distress even prompted rumors of prostitution, which
were quickly and thoroughly refuted by their Korean counterparts. The social behavior was certainly not egregious, but
its mysteriousness and newness undoubtedly evoked disquiet
among the neighboring residents. Ms. Lee, a Manhattan resident who frequented the borough for its Korean food and
karaoke, described it best when she remarked that Americans
were simply “shy about singing” and unaccustomed to these
recreational displays. The karaoke bars offered an opportunity
to “let loose” after long workdays—it was an accepted part of
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The law proved to be the first of several “breaking points.”
After a turbulent decade in the 1990s when their fortunes
improved and their businesses expanded to every corner of
the town, after years in which policies were seemingly invoked
in opposition to their economic and social interests, Koreans
rallied outside Palisades Park’s humble Town Hall in 1999, forming a crowd over one thousand strong.The town hall, a one-story
building that is only distinguishable by its nearby Korean War
Memorial and a couple of state and national flags, was for one
autumn afternoon the site of a passionate demonstration. Korean-Americans of all generations, including students and their
parents, gathered to protest the borough’s ordinance. Waving
American flags in their hands, the Koreans called for change
and acceptance: “End racism now,” several crowd members
chanted. According to one former student who was present at
the event all those years ago, their collective frustration spilled
over when anti-Korean graffiti—a post saying “Go Home”—was
spray-painted onto the front window of a local computer store.
This act followed years of intermittent discrimination and cold
antagonisms between the different minorities in the community.
The year before, for instance, the Chamber of Commerce
had held a multiethnic picnic for the town titled “Harmony for
Palisades Park,” which was intended to unite Korea and non-Koreans. But the mayor and other residents had largely ignored it;
they are on the record as saying they would rather trade such
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symbolic gestures “for something functional.” This response
naturally embittered its original planners, especially as Koreans
admitted they were trying to become less insular and more
active in the community. As a response to all these grievances,
organizers felt it was their civic duty to respond in a committed manner. Jin Kim, one of the student speakers, unashamedly
compared their rally to the civil rights movements in the 60s.
And although he may have been misguided and naïve in making
that comparison at the time, his underlying intentions were
sincere and valid. He and his fellow Korean-Americans wanted
to reaffirm their presence in their adopted country and break
down the remaining cultural barriers. This was their home. In
retrospect, this rally was perhaps more important for younger
residents like these students, who had to naturally bridge the
cultural divide between their parents’ heritage and their American upbringing. Unlike their parents or older immigrants in the
town, they could not solely think about their own futures or
those of their children; instead, they would be responsible for
shaping the future of the town in the decades to come. And
so that rally, though easily forgotten amid subsequent protests
and demonstrations, was a fitting coda for the formative years
of Korean migration in Palisades Park at the end of the century.
Its memory persists among business owners and residents in
the community, its humble reverberations recorded even in
the walls of its restaurants and shops, and in every subsequent
new business.

minutes. Making sure to avoid the incoming stream of buses, the
car speeds off and continues onwards, past the Grand Opening
restaurants and town hall, past Anthony’s Pharmacy and towards
nearby Leonia. Reflecting upon Grand Furniture and its many
stories, it truly does feel like it belongs to a parallel world. It is
simply hard to comprehend change when so much of the present landscape has been accepted as the status quo. Although
Andy’s Furniture will inevitably be replaced, its legacy will live
on in the countless new Broad Avenue businesses to come.

Back in the present, the middle-aged woman who entered
Grand Furniture has found a worthwhile deal, but has decided
to come back to confirm it in her next visit, when she has more
time. She leaves the store and returns to the busy street corner,
where the double-parked car has waited for her for the past few
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PART THREE

A Moody Holiday Night in Palisades Park

T

here is something inescapably nostalgic, even comforting,
about the neon signs that adorn this neighborhood skyline.
On rainy autumn evenings, when the dull clouds obscure
the lurid twilight and meet the horizon in an indistinguishable
darkened haze, the bright, translucent store lights break through
the cold mist and imbue the traffic-laden streets with an odd
grandeur that exceeds the otherwise modest facades of the
town’s buildings. Promising comforting warmth and nourishing
cuisine, the glowing Hangul signs, in streaks of chrome and white
light, like proverbial island lighthouses, draw weary travelers
and inhabitants alike to their respective restaurants and corner
shops.The cafés, with their theatrically expansive windows and
colorful assortments of delectable pastries, shine brighter than
their surroundings; they are the ideal resort for those looking for
respite from the bleak weather and from the tiring monotony
that so typifies this time of the year. Stories, rumors, and relationships converge here to reflect the emotional and spiritual
breadth of Koreatown.
Choosing among seemingly unlimited options, college
students Sally Kim and Jessica Kong finally agree to meet tonight
at Kudo Society, a café lounge located on Commercial Avenue.
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The café is admittedly tiny and not as spacious as nearby Koko
Loko, whose chic aesthetic regularly captures the latest Korean
food trends and clients, but it has some of the best bubble tea in
town—that is, according to the latest online reviews. These two
friends are seeing each other for the first time in a few months,
the Thanksgiving season offering an opportune moment for the
pair to reconvene and catch up after grueling academic semesters.
Similar encounters are undoubtedly being recreated throughout
the neighborhood: on every block, there is a palpable enthusiasm
that is usually absent in the quiet weeks following late summer. One
of the more amusing and affecting sights of the holiday season is
the mass return of Korean American youth who, upon gathering
and forming extensive cues at Port Authority in Manhattan after
traveling from faraway and disparate locales, sleepily find their way
back to their respective homes and families in Palisades Park. Such
was the case for Sally: she arrived from nearby Boston, but still
spent taxing hours navigating the crowded corridors of subways
and terminals, struggling with her luggage every inch of the way
as she prayed to find an available seat on the return express bus.
After staying with her parents and celebrating the holiday with
relatives, she eagerly rushed to see her high school and church
friends. Even in her junior year, she can’t help but yearn for these
hometown reunions, regardless of how infrequent they have
become; no matter how diverse her college city may be, nothing
quite compares to the reassuring company and unique delights
she experiences whenever she returns home. As she waits for
her friend to appear, Sally decides to order a café latte and sits at
the table closest to the window, her tapping heels and involuntary
scrolling betraying her restive, anxious excitement.

her father regularly needs to use the family’s sole car for the
weekends, she is instead left waiting desperately. Her father, like
many of his neighbors, lives in Palisades Park but works outside
the small town: he owns a small convenience store in nearby
Cresskill and commutes daily, traveling by car so as to avoid
the grinding wear and inconvenience of taking the bus regularly.
There are indeed a significant number of residents who travel
to the city, but many others work in the surrounding Korean
businesses in Bergen County, some even in communities as far
away as Edison and New Brunswick. Car travel has become such
an ingrained part of the local landscape that some architects
have claimed the remarkable spread of duplex apartments with
large garages has directly resulted from the rise in car ownership.
If you live in Palisades Park, you most likely have a car. Distances
are not so large that it is impossible to get around without one,
but they can be troublesome and time-consuming to traverse,
as Sally, still wet after a fifteen-minute hike in the rain, can testify.
As a nexus for the larger network of Koreatowns, Palisades Park
contains a much more mobile community than its suburban
image may imply—the inhabitants’ daily lives are formed by
these necessary commutes. For as long as Sally could remember,
her family would always drive to the Super H-mart in Ridgefield
for groceries, frequent their afterschool hagwons in Fort Lee,
and travel to church in Paramus. It was at this church, in fact,
where Sally first met Jessica; the pair never went to public school
together, but formed a lasting relationship after spending years at
Korean youth groups with one another.Although Sally’s Korean
was never as fluent as Jessica’s, they quickly bonded over their
love for the idol group Shinee and, more broadly, their knack
for singing. Some weeks, they spent hours singing as part of the
praise group. Sally’s parents never felt a tight kinship with the
other members of that original church and soon joined another

Frequently impatient and always punctual, Sally would have
preferred to pick up her friends on a night like this, but because
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parish, but Sally, the beaming and sociable young girl that she is,
maintained her friendships. Seeing that Jessica was now almost
half an hour late, though, she now briefly—just briefly—regrets
that decision.

streets make driving here difficult, but they at least suggest
a constant presence in an otherwise isolated street. And yet
despite these cold features, this street seems to expand each
year:There are more Korean-owned restaurants and businesses
opening here than in perhaps any other place in town. Beneath
the harsh exterior, there is a vibrant micro-community pushing
Korean American industry along.

The café is in a paradoxically busy but detached area, lying
a few blocks away from Broad Avenue, but close to many
surrounding stores.While waiting for Jessica, Sally languidly gazes
out the window, trying to make out what she can. She can almost
see her reflection, obscured only the occasional light post that
broke through the dark rain and momentarily adorned her
faint likeness with small and hazy auburn pearls. Looking at the
ragged intersection, she thinks Commercial Avenue, despite its
recent and various innovations, is still an unattractive dead end.
If one were to start at Edsall Street and continue down—as
she just did—past the nearby cafés and hairdressers, past the
ultramodern but expensive apartment duplexes and the series
of shrubs and Bradford pear trees that line the accompanying
sidewalks, through the short intercutting one-way roads and
incessant potholes, across busy Grand Avenue with its unending
parade of cars and an unremarkable condominium, and past
one last bus stop, one would finally arrive here, at this fourway intersection, where there are many cars but barely anyone
walking, where there are garages and low-lying warehouses amid
the adjacent flora but otherwise seemingly little in the way of
attractions. In short, this is the closest thing Palisades Park has to
own “industrial” area. At nighttime, these narrow streets, hazily
illuminated by orange or blue light posts, highlight the creeping
shadows on the broad, colorless buildings. During the day, the
sights are not altogether different but, as one progresses along
the street, there are a series of Korean auto repair shops, as
well as several hagwons. The cars perpetually parked on these
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King’s Sauna is perhaps the crowning jewel—if it can be called
that—of this area, as it is responsible for attracting a large
number of Koreans and foreigners to this street, and has been
the silent catalyst for much of the new construction that has
been built here in the past decade. Just around the corner, after
all, there are now Korean cafés, restaurants, nail salons, and even
karaoke bars, and they all somehow oddly compliment the rows
of warehouses, cram schools and repair shops that occupy the
rest of the street. Meanwhile, the large Korean churches, with
their ivory lights radiating from their crosses and windows, stand
above all else and complete this bizarre development. But even
here, there are buses that drop off passengers and carry others
to New York.They are not like the ones seen elsewhere in town,
but are rather much smaller shuttle buses that are specifically
tasked with transporting out-of-state clients to the immensely
popular spa and sauna. Every weekend, Korean and non-Korean
visitors alike arrive and congregate near the entrance, hoping to
find great prices to stay at the jimjilbang, possibly even overnight.
Sally has never taken one of those buses herself, but knows
many acquaintances who have; they are also always advertised
whenever she or one of her family members acquires one of
the many discount coupons for the sauna that readily circulate
across Korean businesses throughout the county. She tries to
excuse Jessica’s tardiness by imagining that her friend is currently
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traveling on one of those petite shuttles, making the long journey
across the Hudson but sadly buffeted by the incessant weather.

Growing up in Busan, she could go to noraebang after a bothersome week at school or enjoy some of her favorite dwaeji-gukbap with her family; here she had her lion’s share of karaoke
options and (inferior) gukbap alternatives. More importantly, in
Korea she always was expected to study diligently and apply
herself to some advanced academic field; in Palisades Park, that
goal was merely reemphasized. Parental pressure and financial
incentives played a pivotal role in motivating her to conform,
but in this neighborhood, it was never clear what that entailed.
She always felt that growing up in such a unique, self-sustained
area often confused her worldview—she lived in a hybrid space
that seemed far removed from the rest of suburban New Jersey.

Like Sally, Jessica also grew up in Palisades Park, but she arrived
in the country with her family much later, when she was in the
seventh grade. Although it has little effect on their friendship
now, at first Jessica had to adapt to her new American environment in a way that Sally never had to experience. Through
the initial, awkward years of assimilation, Jessica studied English
intensively at ESL classes and learned how to communicate
adequately with her peers; she fostered new friendships and
grew to navigate the different spheres of American and Korean
life. Because Palisades Park is so overwhelmingly Korean, she
never really had to worry about other students teasing her—at
least, not in the unfortunate way that other immigrant children
regularly experience in the far less diverse towns across the
country. But it would be inaccurate to suggest her cultural
adjustment was seamless. Perhaps especially in this ethnoburb,
where the expectations of Korean society still reigned supreme
within a new American environment, there were many instances
when she still felt too foreign for her Korean American classmates and increasingly not Korean enough for her family. Every
new English phrase she understood moved her one step closer
to validating her new identity, but further estranged her from
the experiences of her relatives thousands of miles away. Some
of her classmates understood Korean customs but could not
speak Korean; those who did tended to form their own small
cliques and keep to themselves. In those formative moments, it
was odd to feel so close, socially and culturally, to her original
home, but still be expected to somehow incorporate herself
into the larger, non-Korean landscape.Why would she need to if
the town could clearly accommodate her identity and interests?
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At first glance, this insistence on assimilating fully seems to
differentiate the younger, more recent immigrants to Koreatown
from their older counterparts: whereas the previous generation
of immigrants could only partially enmesh themselves within
their local communities, ones like Jessica were expected to
fully accomplish the cultural transition. But the truth is a bit
more complex. In the case of Palisades Park, the first Korean
immigrants, as the notable minority group at the time, originally
worked tirelessly to be accepted into the mainstream culture.
The predominant language in the community back then was still
English, and the shops overwhelmingly belonged to descendants
of European diasporas; accordingly, if the newcomers could
not communicate effectively with their neighbors, they were
quickly ignored and left alone. Jessica’s parents were such immigrants. Having first moved from the outer regions of Seoul
to the Bronx—one of the hotspots for Korean immigrants in
the 1980s—and then to Palisades Park, her parents had few
viable personal networks to help facilitate their early stay. Jessica
frequently recalls how her mother hated those transitional years:
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while her husband was working at a nearby tailor shop, or looking for other jobs, she was languishing at home, away from her
family and her hometown. Like many Koreans in the town, the
only comfort she had was with her small group of acquaintances
at the local church; other times, she was simply trying to follow
and acquire Korean newspaper and television updates. Simply
going to the pharmacy to collect a prescription was a daunting
chore—it seemed like nobody had any experience interacting
with foreign, let alone Korean, customers. Meanwhile, in an effort
to better adjust, Jessica’s father would always travel with a cheap
collection of English learning cassette tapes, hoping to master a
few useful phrases here and there whenever he was waiting for
the bus or on return walks; if not, he would try to transliterate
words he knew he should remember from Hangul to English,
sometimes leaving torn translation notes in his pockets. When
they could, the pair savored traditional cuisine at some of the
only Korean barbecues in nearby Fort Lee. But as Palisades Park
became increasingly Korean, it became much easier to form
relationships with other members of the community, and this
development allowed Jessica’s parents, like many other Koreans,
to manage without having to resort to these tiresome lengths.
It is little wonder, then, why the early Korean migrants to the
town so heavily emphasized establishing tightly knit networks
with other Koreans, either through church or through their
shared business interests. It was the only viable way to maintain
a meaningful connection with their heritage at a time when many
were simultaneously struggling with assimilating and adapting
to a new lifestyle.

own parents’, mainly because Jessica’s experiences seem to be
so distant from the more immediate, material struggles her
parents lived through. By the time she and her family settled
in Palisades Park in the late aughts, the town was teeming with
Korean businesses and the cultural network was much more
developed. Although they already had a working knowledge
of English, her parents were maybe less pressed to use it in
their day-to-day interactions, especially if most of their contacts
were other Koreans; instead, they pushed its importance on
Jessica and her siblings. For Jessica, and for Sally to a similar
degree, the town has always been a Korean hotspot; like many
visitors and inhabitants, they find it hard to imagine how it ever
could have been any different. And when taken together with
the surrounding Koreatowns, Palisades Park, though significant,
becomes less noted for its community than for its breadth of
Korean attractions. That is not to say that life in the town has
grown superficial, but rather that in its ascendency, the younger
and newer generation of immigrants is connecting with the
neighborhood in a much different way. For better or for worse,
personal affinity with the broader Korean population is likely
not as intense as it once was, but the community is as influential
and mobile as ever, fulfilling its separate social needs in locations
across the greater Korean metropolitan region.

Whenever the topic emerges, either in the anecdotal sermons
of her pastors or in the family photos of yesteryear, Sally always
finds it interesting to compare Jessica’s immigrant story to her
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Since attending college, Jessica has been living near Koreatown in Queens, while her parents have been residing in a
more spacious house in Leonia. In another testament to the
town’s transformation, property values in Palisades Park have
risen remarkably, becoming like those found in the historically
more affluent surrounding boroughs, to the point where there is
sometimes little difference in renting out a space in one Bergen
locale versus another. Having wanted to move to a different
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house for quite some time, Jessica’s parents decided to settle
in a place where the overall atmosphere was not as busy, but
where they were still close to Palisade Park’s services. But while
her parents have stayed in New Jersey, Jessica has found her
own home in New York, close to her college and to her own
Korean community. She lives with two Korean roommates, and
together they navigate the struggles of contemporary city life
through their shared cultural background. Although they may
not be consciously aware of it, they were able to connect as a
result of a large, interconnected social sphere that developed
over years of sustained migration. One of Jessica’s roommates,
Eunhae, is a recent immigrant to the country who wanted to
move to Manhattan from Seoul for academic purposes after
applying for a local internship; her other roommate Jennifer,
meanwhile, also grew up in Bergen County but decided to
move to live closer to the city and her work. When Jessica
is not studying or with her roommates, she tries to visit her
parents; otherwise, she mostly interacts with the Korean diaspora through Queens’ own expanding scene or through the
commercial markets and stores in Manhattan’s Koreatown. If she
wants to see most of her friends, she usually meets them there
on 6th and 32nd; for most of them, the area is the ideal one for
socializing, cuisine, and a bustling, if at times grungy, nightlife. But
despite the advantages she finds in the immediate Koreatowns,
she still always feels an innate desire to come back to Palisades
Park. It is true that the town boasts restaurants, karaoke bars,
and cafés that the others lack, but for Jessica what really stands
out is its homely, comforting, even sentimental ambience.When
she returns, as she has tonight with Sally, she does so to see
old friends and to escape the crowded, urban environment; for
her, it is the closest sensation to returning to Korea. So while
she looks towards the other Koreatowns for shelter and food,

Palisades Park offers her an emotional quality that she simply
does not find in those other communities; in its changing history,
it represents something bigger than its present, and transcends
its suburban appearance.
Back in the café, as Sally is about to leave and write an impassioned text message, Jessica emerges from the mist and rushes
through the front entrance, clumsily putting her umbrella away
as she bypasses the counter and makes her way directly towards
the corner table to appease her grumpy friend. Before Sally even
has the chance to greet her, Jessica pulls her friend up from
the table and embraces her. Sally, though initially unimpressed,
cannot help but smile; she has not seen her in over half a year,
since midsummer, well before college classes began. Of the two,
Sally is certainly more likely to erupt into a random fit over the
most mundane things and worry her friends, but with every
passing moment, she feels herself becoming lighter and more at
ease. Despite the occasional invasive wafts of cold air whenever
someone enters, there is a tangible warmth, a welcoming and
heartening wistfulness, radiating from their conversations and
extending throughout the café. The night is just beginning, and
there are so many people to see and be with.“Danny and Jason
said they’d be down to go to pocha and noraebang later, so let’s
head out soon,” Jessica quickly announces after returning with
her coffee. Gathering her things and stiffly shuffling out of the
cramped café corner, Sally also knows that, even when they are
compared to the city, there is nothing like the small comforts
of Palisades Park.
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PART FOUR

At the Intersection on E. Columbia Street:
Glimpses into Hispanic-Korean Relations

T

o the south, on Broad Avenue, in the direction of nearby
Ridgefield, lies a muddled and bustling intersection unlike
any other in town, one that exposes the modest neighborhood streets to the surrounding expansive and boisterous
urban sprawl.Through converging and overlying layers of incoming state traffic, Routes 46 and 9 carve their way up through
the edges of Palisades Park and disrupt the otherwise orderly,
continuous rows of one- or two-story restaurants and small
businesses. Four alternatingly refurbished and aging buildings
form the corners of this intersection on opposing sides of the
street; the highway underpass cuts into the space between and
provides a steady source of traffic—a soundtrack of never-ending activity that gives this area a more metropolitan feel. It is here,
in fact, where the transit buses from New York emerge and pass
through daily. But on every trip back from the city, after uninterrupted travels through the New Jersey Turnpike, the buses
always seem to linger endlessly upon arriving at E. Columbia
Street. The stoplights, in their vain attempt to accommodate
mediocre urban planning and conflicting traffic flows, bring the
surrounding cars to a complete halt for several minutes at a time.
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For pedestrians and drivers alike, these pauses are an inconvenience, making a busy street even more crowded and immobile.
And yet, while waiting for those seemingly unceasing red lights
to change, it is quite easy to lose oneself in the countless signs
and symbols that adorn the fringes of this scene.

array of businesses, ads, and passing inhabitants highlighting its
diversity and behaving as a microcosm of the community at large.

Atop the buildings on the western side of Broad, for instance,
there are two notable billboards written exclusively in Korean
that, beyond merely advertising goods for local companies,
broadcast the town’s unique demographic to incoming visitors.
The assortment of medium-class Korean diners and hair salons
in the immediate area create the appearance of an insular enclave.
Looking past the realty ads and series of Korean catering promotions, though, there are also several notices for employment and
small delivery stores. On the windows of one of these packaging
businesses are a series of blue placards describing their products,
but written in that assortment of Korean, Spanish and English
that so often characterizes this neighborhood. “한국택배, pago
de facturas, bill pay”: three phrases from disparate languages
grouped on the same cramped poster, vying for the attention of
different customers for multiple services. Usually these linguistic expressions are isolated from one another, even in such a
compact and atypical community like Palisades Park. Diverse
languages and the ethnicities they represent are not so much
intertwined as they are expected to be parceled and spread
out into their own respective constituencies.This is somewhat
true: In the hilly, eastern areas of the borough, like near St.
Nicholas’s Church on Brinkerhoff, faint signs of an English-majority era remain, while in the industrialized area near the Overpeck Creek, only Korean prevails. At this delayed intersection,
however, the town’s heterogenous characteristics appear to
blend into a single, unassuming street—the often-overlooked
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Isolated by the highway on one side and by the few peripheral blocks of housing at the border of Ridgefield and Palisades
on the other, E. Columbia Street is one of the few streets that
contains a substantial number of restaurants and businesses
operating outside of Broad Avenue. As one walks up from the
intersection, there is a sequence of cuisines and establishments
that one would expect to find in the lively melting pot of Queens,
not necessarily in suburban New Jersey, and especially not near
the heart of Koreatown.There are Korean barbecues like Don
Ichi and Deh Gee Koom; they are flanked by the Chinese-Korean hybrid establishment Dong Fang Chuan Dian and, more
notably, by a series of Guatemalan restaurants and bakeries like
El Lechero, El Olivo, and Belen Deli Café. Humble in size and
often occluded by the row of parked cars in front, the stores are
nonetheless proudly embellished with large Guatemalan flags
and emit the unmistakable Central American aroma of dishes
like pepian, kak’ik, and chiles rellenos. Some of these businesses
are part of a greater residential building, sandwiched between
narrow apartment doors and housing on the floor above, while
others are separate and form their own distinct mini plazas.
Most of the town’s Guatemalan and Central American population lives in the surrounding blocks, so it is not at all surprising
that these services have been established and made profitable
here.The apartments that line the nearby streets are admittedly
older and more rudimentary, and therefore more affordable
for these workers, who, despite being in a different socio-economic class than their Korean neighbors, have still managed to
establish their own nexus of notable Hispanic influence. Every
evening, while the cars and buses move interrupted through
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the intersection, these immigrants congregate in front of these
stores, either stopping for a meal at the available restaurants
or socializing with one another in the streets before returning
home. Their presence manifests itself most clearly on these
corners, but it is not only restricted to this area—far from it.
The stores and the inhabitants of E. Columbia Street prove
how the divergent cultural influences are interwoven with
one another, often overlapping. They exist together rather
than in isolation.

ads posted throughout town, its menu includes such common
varieties, and their style is ostensibly as distinct from regular
pies as that of Chicago deep-dish or Sicilian.

There is no better model for this idea than the K-Pizza
diner, which lies adjacent to the highway. The building itself is
admittedly an eyesore, compared with even the neighboring
structures: a pale slab of rundown concrete whose faded tiles
are peeling away at the seams, the whole barely kept together
by the large conjoined door and windows that cover its façade.
A hastily affixed sign with the restaurant’s name, K-Pizza Deli,
and accompanying delivery number is the only other decoration. The site is considerably older than any other store on
the street, but has been repurposed for its current use only
recently, within the past decade or so. K-pizza, or Korean-style
pizza, transformed into its own distinct product in the United
States during this time, reaching new heights of popularity
and demand in cities from New York to Los Angeles. It was
inevitable that Palisades Park would produce its own vendors
and variants of this new international trend. K-pizza is any type
of pizza that incorporates aspects of Korean cuisine: it can
have anything from bulgogi or galbi meat, wasabi, tomato or
gochujang sauce, and a crust made out of sweet potato bites.
The crust is typically thinner and the cheese slightly more
pronounced; all of it is topped with sliced peppers and pieces
of corn. According to the restaurant’s website and its many
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But any bystander walking past in front of the decrepit building’s plastic panels would remain unaware of these differences. Its
display windows are devoid of any images of K-pizza, and instead
are covered with posters promoting an unexpected mélange of
“Spanish food, Korean barbecue, and pizza and chicken.” These
signs, featuring vague close-ups of tortillas, galbi and hot wings,
whose grainy, reproduced images produce a sense of detachment and disregard for size or authenticity, seem to be lumped
together without any underlying, unifying theme. They take up
only three-fourths of the window space; the last corner features
a wholly different sign for the “Rosales Restaurant,” replete
with images of Guatemalan fare like pupusas and pepian, and a
separate phone listing.The building is thus, at the very least, two
restaurants in one, catering to distinct customers and cultures,
but at the same time trying to appeal to every possible demographic in the neighborhood. In this context, even the “deli”
subtitle seems adopted to garner a sense of legitimacy, the
name borrowed from the tradition of successful eateries in
the tri-state area to evoke a sense of familiarity among all the
divergent cultural influences. This Korean restaurant therefore
works in tandem with a subsidiary Hispanic one, both hoping
to accrue mutual benefits from a shared business model, no
matter how awkward or forced it may appear.The fact that that
these symbols and posted signs are all mixed indiscriminately
reinforces the notion of such economically driven enmeshment.
Like a house of mirrors, or like a tessellating pattern without
end, the K-pizza Deli recreates the mad diversity on E. Columbia
Street—which itself summarily condenses all of Palisades Park’s
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contradictory influences—while simultaneously showing a level
of explicit cooperation unseen in the rest of the borough.
Inside the restaurant, there is surprisingly enough space for
a single row of tables and seats in front of the cashier counter.
On mild summer afternoons, it is possible every now and then
to find a small group of fatigued and beleaguered students
crowding around that corner table, fighting for the last warm
piece of sweet potato crust. Today, things are mostly quiet, and
the place is nearly empty; the pizza oven in the back opens
and closes with mute indifference to the few patrons ordering
inside. The walls are not as squalid as the building’s exterior
suggests, but they are quite bare, the only notable object being
a silver plaque hanging proudly, if a bit pitifully, opposite the
entrance. The award is from ktowntogo.com, a prepared food
delivery business that caters entirely to Korean restaurants in
the Bergen County, Manhattan, and Queens areas, and seems
to serve no other purpose than to advertise the restaurant’s
apparent quality to occasional onlookers.The pizzas themselves
are typically readymade—bought and refrigerated, only to be
reheated here. Most customers are aware of the process but
do not mind, probably because they tend to order their food
exclusively for delivery or takeout. Although it is completely
within one’s rights to eat at the establishment, most people
prefer to do so in the comforts of their own homes, especially
given the building’s frankly unappetizing appearance. Predictably,
almost none of the Korean clientele ever order anything other
than the pizza; the Korean barbecue and Hispanic food on display
outside is repeatedly shunned altogether. In many cases, customers are totally unaware that the deli even offers those types of
meals, perhaps further suggesting that these dishes are meant
instead for the groups of migrant workers that pass and meet
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in front of the restaurant. From the business’s perspective, this
is somewhat of a boon, as it allows them to lease and share
the space with the smaller Rosales restaurant, whose many
clients often order the non-pizza alternatives and tend to eat
onsite. These customers do not appear until later in the day
when their shifts are over, or at night while they wait for the
nearest bus to take them back home.
Breaking the stagnant summer afternoon air and the quiet
inside, two workers suddenly emerge from the other side of
the door and enter the deli.They move about calmly, without
any pressing conviction or hurry, taking a moment to look at
the interior out of general curiosity but with a scrutinizing eye,
as if to reassure themselves that they are indeed in the right
store. The two men are of a similar height, probably no more
than five foot four, both wearing threadbare brown pants and
the same slightly worn but well-maintained black boots. They
make their way to the Rosales section of the deli and lean on
the counter, passing a cursory glance over the menu before
quickly ordering a couple of dishes in Spanish. While waiting
for their meal, they do not talk to one other, but instead stand
patiently and direct their eyes back towards the entrance.Are
they waiting for another friend or coworker to arrive? One of
the men, obviously the younger of the two, who is sporting a
plain navy cotton cap that shields his tanned, prominent brows
and covers most of his jet-black hair, takes a seat at the lone
table in the corner and begins to use his smartphone. Someone
then passes through the door, the abrupt noise catching the
attention of the two customers. But it is nobody they were
expecting, only the delivery man returning from dropping off
his latest orders of K-pizza. The pair, uninterested once more,
return to their daydreaming. The food is finally ready though,
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and the older customer eagerly retrieves the surprisingly hot
plates of pepian de pollo and brings them over to his companion—but not without making sure to pick up a couple of Coke
bottles from the fridge along the way.

he has had his fill, he usually waits for the local bus and returns
home alone, hoping to get some rest before another arduous,
if successful day.

This is the typical routine for Jorge and Luis, the two Hispanic
men currently enjoying this Guatemalan fare at the K-Pizza Deli.
Having originally met while they were working for a nearby
contractor, they continue to stay in touch and happen upon
each other sometimes.They make sure to stop by at least once
every week or so, not because the food is exceptional, per se,
but out of habit, for the humble fact is that such encounters
tend to define their lives outside of work here in Palisades Park.
They are poignant opportunities for rest and for a shared social
life, away from the endless background noise of life in such busy
neighborhoods. Throughout the town, in fact, it is possible to
find, in different restaurants or cafés, a similar number of such
workers lounging, relaxing, socializing and eating after lengthy
workdays, often long into the night. Street corners like the
ones at Broad and E. Palisades or at Broad and Homestead are
often the meeting grounds for many day laborers before they
congregate in nearby diners or delis. Because of their proximity
to bus stops, stores like Tospia and especially Banner Deli are
locales that often cater to these Hispanic workers. The latter
doubles as a convenience store, and is open until one in the
morning, operating as one of the only establishments available
that late—a blessing for men like Jorge. When he is not at the
Rosales restaurant or at a coffee shop, he is more likely than
not at Banner, engaging with other Spanish-speakers or sitting
on one of the many counter stools that adorn the deli’s length,
gazing out through its windowpanes and observing the movement of traffic and people through the changing seasons. Once
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In his own words, Jorge first moved to nearby North Bergen
over ten years ago from Guatemala, having heard of opportunities for labor and greater income from other acquaintances and
friends in the region. He did not know why other immigrants
from Central America had decided to relocate to this side of the
river, as opposed to the more populous and famous New York,
but it nonetheless seemed like a promising place to make a new
living.After the lengthy, demanding trek up towards New Jersey,
he quickly settled among the notable Hispanic minority in the
region, his assimilation somewhat alleviated by the surrounding numbers of Colombian, Honduran, and fellow Guatemalan
migrants.Almost fortuitously given the circumstances, he began
working at a local restaurant, but soon encountered increased
competition for positions, and ultimately lost his employment.
With a pressing need to pay rent and send money back to his
family in Guatemala, he began to look for options elsewhere.
Like many other new migrants in the area, he soon worked as
a day laborer. He would wait with other migrants—most of
them undocumented—at certain street corners in Fairview,
Ridgefield, and then Palisades Park for daily assignments from
local contractors, sometimes in places as far as South Jersey and
Connecticut. He was always aware of the numerous potential
physical and social risks, but unable to do anything about them.
These jobs were not only exacting but also exploitative, as the
workers were often at the complete mercy of their employers. It
is not uncommon for these contractors to avoid paying workers
after hiring them; they often take full advantage of their undocumented status and frequently delay payments months at a time,
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exacerbating the difficulties the migrants already face. Even after
grueling hours waiting at intersections and then working away
on construction sites, sometimes putting in overtime, many day
laborers are repeatedly paid less than they are promised. And
despite state labor laws that should proscribe such practices,
poor working conditions are commonplace and even expected,
as day laborers rarely venture to seek help from law enforcement for fear of being ignored, or worse, deported. Although
Jorge only fell victim to wage theft on a handful of occasions,
it was always an inherent possibility when accepting any work
in this field.

ordinances that seemed to specifically target these migrants’
daily lifestyles, while the policemen strictly and excessively
enforced these statutes. The prevailing atmosphere was not
accepting, and many people were unsympathetic to the migrants’
cause. Jorge however, like many other day laborers and workers,
remained conflicted towards these sentiments but endured
so long as he was able to work, directing his attention instead
towards providing funds to his family and securing a valuable, if
meagre, income. The life of the day laborer is a precarious one:
It seems like everyone, from landlords to contractors to older
neighbors, is looking to either profit off their labor or estrange
them from the community.

These difficulties do not even acknowledge the greater, overarching prejudice that initially predominated the communal
discourse in Bergen neighborhoods like Palisades Park. Jorge
arrived at a point when day laborers were more enmeshed into
the nearby social fabric, but even he remembers the resentment
that residents, politicians, and business owners harbored against
him and his fellow migrants. Unaccustomed to this small but
slowly growing Hispanic minority, the locals felt the influx of
new migrants was inevitably a harbinger of increased tension
and crime—a further degradation of order in a town that used
to pride itself in its relative calm and uniformity. Former mayor
William Maresca once emphasized this contrast by comparing the “these men who are here alone” with the “law-abiding,
churchgoing families of the borough.” These beliefs unfortunately
stemmed from an admittedly racist worldview that mimicked
the original local attitudes towards Koreans in the 1980s and
threatened to obstruct any form of possible dialogue or change.
While the number of Hispanic immigrants continued to surge,
the public attitude shifted from indifference or apprehension to
transparent intolerance: politicians enacted loitering and curfew
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But just as the cold attitudes towards the earlier Korean immigrants slowly transformed into reluctant acceptance, so too did
Palisades Park undertake a slight reappraisal of these Hispanic
workers. Neighbors and town councilmen began to engage with
them, seeing reminders of their own family histories in the men’s
manual labor and assimilation struggles. Mayors like Susan Spohn
made efforts to confront discrimination by urging cooperation and
increased communication among the community’s disparate ethnicities. Organizations like the Knights of Columbus and then later the
Community of Friends in Action actively offered opportunities for
these immigrants to learn English, have interactions with businesses
or tenant owners, and voice their concerns.These steps, coupled
with the sustained chain migration, ensured gradual acceptance of
the day laborers and Hispanic immigrants more generally, to the
extent that in ensuing years, a few exclusively Guatemalan and
Central American businesses have emerged.The enduring fear of
deportation and the obvious wealth inequality these migrants face
remain unaddressed, and will mostly likely require further years of
ongoing development, but at the very least, the men are not met
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with the same level of disdain as they once were. They are the
third-largest minority in Palisades Park, one that is projected to
grow, and have culturally supplanted the older residents.

over the passing years, they found in many Hispanic migrants a
reliable and hardworking labor force that was, more often than
not, content to provide its services.The surge of Korean-owned
business after the turn of the millennium proved pivotal in the
gradual but steady employment of Hispanic workers in Korean
stores. The booming restaurant scene on Broad Avenue, for
instance, was desperately in need of kitchen workers, from
dishwashers to cooks, and was typically one of the first possible
options for migrants; other custodial workers were also in high
demand throughout. By 2007, a year before Jorge had arrived,
the commercial potential of the borough caught the attention
of overseas Korean retailers and prompted the swift opening of
brand cafés like Paris Baguette and cosmetic shops like The Face
Shop.And though these sites catered specifically to the Korean
consumer base and mainly employed Korean-language speakers,
the subsequent proliferation of similar businesses prompted a
demand for lower-wage personnel that could keep these stores
running effectively in the background. Like in many diasporic
neighborhoods, while the superficial and legible structure of the
businesses was represented by the predominant Korean culture
and its immigrants, the underlying, less visible labor roles were
occupied by Hispanic migrants. As Palisades Park continued to
become more Korean, it simultaneously enabled smaller growth
for the Koreans’ Central American counterparts, their social
roles intertwining with one another in ways that were previously
unimaginable—just like the K-Pizza Deli and Rosales Restaurant.

Having lived in the area for so long and acquainted himself
with the different businesses in the area, Jorge stopped working
as a day laborer and transitioned towards other types of work.
He was no longer young enough to adequately meet the grueling
and tiring working conditions in the fields on construction sites.
Day laborers tend to be in their early to mid-twenties precisely
because they can somewhat manage the harsh hours without
immediate physical repercussions; this was certainly no longer
the case with Jorge. But soon thereafter, he began working
at a nearby Korean restaurant, in a position that seemed to
offer a little more security than his last one. The pay was not
much larger than before, but it was more consistent, reducing
some anxieties; the workload was also not as exhausting. He
now works in the kitchen, helping cook some meals with the
experience he informally picked up at other nearby restaurants,
while also being responsible for directing his other Hispanic
subordinates and keeping the establishment clean. His communication with his Korean bosses is sparse and remains impersonal,
but every now and then he and his fellow workers are invited
to share a meal at another restaurant as a sign of workplace
goodwill. Even if he does not fully understand the customs of his
Korean neighbors, he always appreciates sharing some enticing
dishes like soondoobu or kimchi jjigie, and especially kalbi—even
if he still has some trouble using chopsticks.
Although the interaction between the Korean and Hispanic
minorities had originally been limited and infrequent, as Koreans
continued to exert greater local commercial and social influence
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While Jorge enjoys relaxing at the Banner Deli after working
at the recently refurbished Korean restaurant, his younger friend
Luis, for his part, prefers to stay closer to his workplace after
hours, waiting in front of the Grace Lutheran Church or around
Park Plaza before catching a quick bite at the Guatemalan diner
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Cocina de Gaby. Park Plaza—a single-story strip of restaurants,
groceries and cosmetic stores—is just one of many shopping
complexes found throughout Palisades Park. Along with the
ubiquitous duplexes that define the local suburban neighborhoods, these commercial centers are the prominent form of
architectural design within the borough:They conveniently organize the various and frequently differing Korean, Hispanic, and
White businesses together in a compact, efficient manner.Their
prevalence also ensures that many residents do not have to
travel far for their needs. A random resident on Broad Avenue
can likely find his favorite coffee shop at Tamla, his preferred
butchery at Park, and his ideal dentist at Pine Plaza, respectively.
In many cases, the companies or developers that own the land
lease their property to fellow Korean business owners who will
provide services and goods that are invariably in public demand.
If these stores are not of satisfactory quality, then it is not too
difficult, from a commercial perspective at least, to replace or
rebrand them with another service to take their place—hence
the constant, even cyclical closures and grand openings that
dominate the town’s landscape. Rodeo Plaza, perhaps more
than any other complex, best encapsulates the transformative
economic power of these new businesses, and is emblematic
of the broader cultural consequences of years of chain migration. Once the location of the town’s sole cinema, but also a
marker of its financial stagnation, the site is now home to a
bubbling, profitable complex that continues to attract a wide
array of consumers each day. Admittedly, one could argue that
the widespread adoption of such commercial designs results in
a form of cultural monotony, a sameness that condenses most
Korean businesses into the same type of communal spaces, but
so long as the customers continue to frequent these centers,
they will continue to grow in use and popularity.

When Luis is not in a hurry to return home or meet with
some acquaintances, he often visits Rodeo Plaza to grab a
quick drink at Café Leah. His routine is simple: He orders a
black coffee—no sugar or cream—and makes his way to the
interior, left-side corner, trying to find a seat that offers him the
best panoramic view of the surrounding streets. He does not
expect to meet anyone, but regularly sees some faces he recognizes. On certain late afternoons, when the weather is pleasant
and the sunset radiant, strong, golden light shines through the
café’s wide windowpanes and illuminates the vicinity, offering
Luis a serene opportunity for reflection. Funnily enough, the
sunlight reaches across the store and into the adjacent Café
Sheeroo, which itself reflects the nearby Kudos Society in its
windows. At first, there seems nothing particularly distinct
about the cafés because of their prevalence, even if they have
their subtle aesthetic differences. But as author Julio Cortazar
once remarked, the power of cafés lies in their ubiquity—how
one café can instantly recall another and then another, in an
endless chain that unites all corners of the neighborhood, town,
county, state and so forth. Even if they are crowded together
in such high numbers, they can reflect an ongoing state of
mind: they promote an awareness of one’s surroundings and
an appreciation for the little details that amount to personal
experiences. They are like mirrors; thoughts are reproduced
in the passing cars, the strange bystanders, and in the indifferent yet idyllic landscapes that often lie on the other side of
their glass windows. In Palisades Park, these sentiments are
magnified, as the cafés that can be found on any given corner
of Broad or Commercial Avenue endow the community with
a unique interconnectedness, providing the town’s residents
with public places to engage with and frequent. In the minds of
their owners, the abundance of cafés never precludes the need
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for more; in fact, the success of one shop inevitably promotes
the opening of another.

This roommate, Carlos, supposedly worked at Chrome
Café—an establishment which closed a few years ago and was
replaced by a food catering service—alongside Korean managers and a diverse group of coworkers, with individuals whose
nationalities ranged from Korean to Guatemalan to Chinese. He
was responsible for background baking tasks and for keeping
bakery products in order, along with preparing the main source
of drip coffee for the store’s customers. His responsibilities
also included cleaning the service area, as well as occasionally
trying out new recipes. But without a doubt, the most interesting and entertaining aspect of the job was technically one
he had not originally signed up for. The Hispanic workers in
the kitchen could not communicate well with their Korean
managers; their English was limited, and the Koreans could not
fully understand their Spanish. As someone fluent in Spanish
and with a cursory knowledge of English, Carlos offered to
translate between the two groups to facilitate certain job tasks.
The workers felt comfortable knowing he could adequately
express their desires or concerns, while the managers were
relieved, as their own orders and ideas could become easily
understood. He even learned a few Korean phrases that he
later translated for the same coworkers in the kitchen area.
Of course, he was never ordered to front the cashier, unless
there was a shortage of employees or similar pressing need.
Even though the customers were almost always Korean, and
the décor and background music overtly inspired by Korean
trends, it is tempting to wonder if Carlos felt like he was in
an imagined world: Not so much in New Jersey, nor in Korea,
nor in Central America, but perhaps somewhere in all those
places at once. Luis assumes that Jose, even after relocating to
a different job in town, might occasionally nostalgically recall
his afternoons working there, which were, at the very least, a

Café culture is a notable dynamic in Korean life, as best seen
through the popularity of diverse and chic coffeeshops in cities
like Seoul and Busan. Members of Palisades Park’s business class
have tried to recreate that dimension in the borough, but without having to resort to metropolitan,American brands like Starbucks—all in the hopes of catering to specific Korean tastes and
needs. But these stylized coffee shops appeal to non-Korean
residents as well, not to mention the large groups of visitors
who come from nearby towns or even New York to eat famous
snacks like bingsoo (shaved ice) or bungeo-ppang (red-bean,
fish-shaped pastries). Luis has never worked at a café in the
area, since these stores almost exclusively hire Korean-speaking
workers; many employers want their clients to feel comfortable in their shops and believe this is only possible by having
Koreans who can communicate with them adequately. There
are, however, occasionally cafés like Jubilee on Broad and Kudos
Society on Grand that, because they double as restaurants and
lounges, offer some lower-wage positions to workers who are
not Korean.These workers perform more custodial and kitchen
tasks, but are essential to satisfying the needs of larger groups of
customers. Their presence has become the norm across Koreatowns. According to Luis, one of his current roommates once
worked at a former café in Broad Avenue for at least a year, and
can confirm that his experience was one of the most interesting
he has had. He was still relatively young when he assumed his
position—only 21 or so—but says that he had never previously
experienced such a strange, culturally hybrid workplace before,
where different languages overlapped and coworkers managed
to get by without fully understanding one another.
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unique escape from the previous and subsequent jobs he had.
Whenever Luis embarks on his daily trip to Rodeo Plaza and
Café Leah, he too wonders what it would be like to work in
a café or bakery kitchen somewhere, away from the toil and
trouble associated with his current day laboring.

as important and relevant as their neighbors’; it is impossible to understand the full scope of the town’s transformation
without their stories. With every new store opening, there is
an increased demand for labor, and as the Hispanic minority
contributes, more of its members move into the town and
further enrich the town’s complex community. One such worker,
upon arriving, rushes to the café at Paris Baguette and begins
his day.

Back at the K-Pizza Deli, Jorge and Luis are finishing the last
bites of their respective dishes. The sun is starting to set once
more, so it is better if the pair of them return home without
further delay. Luis’s apartment is just around the block, but
he will make sure to stop by the liquor store to get a few
drinks for his roommates, who have had particularly hard days.
On these blistering summer days, the drinks provide comfort
that he would have been grateful to have had during his days
in Guatemala. Jorge plans to call his family, and will have to
wire them money some point this weekend. The pair drop off
their dishes at the front counter and exit the decrepit building,
exchanging farewells and then walking away in opposing directions. On the other side of the intersection, the traffic light on
the corner—that same one that seems to have been on red
for hours now—finally changes, allowing a bus to arrives at its
familiar stop at Broad and E. Columbia Street. Large number
of Hispanic workers disembark and head off to their day jobs.
Some enter the catering firms and restaurants in nearby blocks;
others go to the adjacent street corner and wait for contractors; still others go towards the shopping centers like Rodeo
Plaza Mall or in the back kitchens of eateries. And with each
successive bus, more workers arrive. As this process unfolds, it
becomes clear that these immigrants constitute a vital part of
this busy street. Their contributions are not as easily apparent
or visible as those of their Korean neighbors, but their presence is unavoidable and indistinguishable. Their narratives are
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Communication Through Faith and Across Race:
Religious Life in Palisades Park

O

n a bright late Saturday afternoon, amid the changing foliage and a slight, yet unmistakably cool autumn
breeze, a small crowd gathers outside the local Catholic church.The fading sunshine shines against the cross atop the
building’s gable roof and through the stained-glass windows that
adorn its length—the resulting faint, reflected hues of glistening
gold and red adding to a general sense of nostalgia and serenity
inside. Although the church, with its six Tuscan columns and
beige exterior, is unremarkable, it manages to evoke a sense
of spirituality with its chiming bells, which serenely welcome
the congregation. The world of buses and traffic jams is just
around the corner, but seems to belong to another time and
place; a span of just a few blocks is enough to return us to the
benign comforts of suburbia and briefly suspend the traces of
cramped city life.

The crowd at the entrance is large and consists mostly of
Korean and Hispanic families. The children lead with muted
interest while the parents help their elderly up the church
stairs. Today they come together for the Feast of St. Michael,
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the patron saint here, whose holiday is annually celebrated
with local carnivals and enthusiastic participation.Throughout
the neighborhood, fliers invite people to a variety of events,
regardless of nationality or faith. If you live in the town—or are
close enough to the area to read these signs in the first place—
you are welcomed and encouraged to celebrate together. Just
a few years ago, the parish reflected the former White and
Italian American majority of the town. Even after the many
transformations through the years, these masses appealed to
these inhabitants and acted as a memento of a more traditional
era. But the Catholic faith prides itself on inclusion—so as the
town began to change, the masses themselves grew diverse.

As the music softens and the priest’s voice is heard, twilight
suddenly gives way to nighttime; the church doors close and the
mass proper begins. But the statue outside remains illuminated,
its message beaming across in the spotlight and shepherding
onlookers towards its gospel, one that echoes throughout all the
churches in Palisades Park. In the creation of and changes within
these churches, within the fragmented stories and personal
anecdotes, decades of Korean and immigrant history reemerge,
and years of neighborly conflict and support are once more
remembered.

The worshippers make their way into the building and are
greeted with hymns sung in English and accompanied by a
triumphant organ. The winds carry the celebratory notes
outwards and upwards, as they travel with levity and goodwill.
Just outside the church, to the right of its entrance, stands an
unassuming statue of the Archangel Gabriel; below him, there
is an inscribed in English, Korean, and Spanish (in that specific
order): “Love and support one another…” The message does
not seem to be a quote from the Bible, but feels especially
apt in this neighborhood, where the high concentration of
immigrant communities and the continued arrival of new residents has often heightened or highlighted tensions between
members of different groups. In this brief and simple phrase,
it is possible to see a community of people willing to engage
with one another despite overriding linguistic or cultural differences. It resurfaces at every mass, when neighbors of different
backgrounds can communicate with one another in a way that
they ordinarily cannot.
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Another service is just about to begin a few blocks down, at
the intersection of Broad and Edsall, where the Presbyterian
Church of New Jersey welcomes its members and guests into
its halls. Lying at the foot of a bus stop that partly obscures
its facade from view, the church is, in its own way, one of the
first landmarks on Broad Avenue, and acts as a beacon of sorts
for believers and nonbelievers alike. It bears its own silverplated cross on top of its flat roof; on sunny days, the cross can
reflect the surrounding sky. Underneath, the name 뉴저지장로
교회 can just about be seen; it proudly decorates the otherwise bare brick-colored walls. A rounded glass window, with
mullions mimicking the shape of the cross and the symbolic
shape of communion, sits above the wooden entryway; a more
modern opening lies adjacent to it, along with similar window
designs that completely encompass some sides of the building.
The slight entrance belies the church’s size: its rectangular front
and back ends are joined together by a longer section with a
more traditional gable roof. When one steps inside, it is clear
that the building’s lack of width is more than compensated for
by its sheer length, as rows of pews lead toward the altar and
another cross.
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The church is unmistakably Korean: In its own mission statement, it states that it has always tried to help Koreans best adjust
to their new lives in the United States and become worthy practitioners of their faith.And yet, its message, like the one seen at St.
Michael’s, is not exclusive; instead, it calls for communal awareness and service. It urges its members not to live in a bubble, but
to rather make efforts to communicate with other inhabitants of
the town.This Korean church sees itself as a vehicle for change
and cooperation. Even if its intentions are motivated by evangelical pursuits, the church acknowledges itself as an involved
immigrant community, and not only inspired by “Korean” ideals.

members smile among their shared embraces.There is no date
on these photos, but they do not seem to be that old. Is it
possible to unravel those histories, to find the context behind
those friendly faces?

Outside, there is no statue, but there is a noteworthy bulletin
board that outlines, in Korean, the plethora of services available,
along with a host of scheduled times for Bible study, student
classes, daycare, and other extracurricular events. Elsewhere,
there are workshops aimed at bridging the possible generational gap between the town’s older Korean inhabitants and their
second-generation descendants who were born in the United
States. There are even services in English and—perhaps most
surprisingly—in Spanish. Cursory glances at the crowd suggest
that parishioners seem to be exclusively Korean, but inside the
church, there are signs of a more inclusive community: there
are bulletins in Spanish, some pastors with Hispanic names, and
mentions of mission trips to Latin American countries.Younger
churchgoers teach classes in English, Korean and Spanish—the
three languages forming an unlikely bond in this humble house
of worship. After stepping down into the basement, one finds
photos of past mission trips and, perhaps most surprisingly, of
interethnic holiday parties and other charitable meetings. In
one, the attendees are all wearing winter coats, sharing coffee
and breakfast at the nearby market. The Koreans and Hispanic
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Twenty years ago, there were no Spanish services and there
was limited contact between the two minorities. The number
of Koreans in Palisades Park was steadily increasing, but still
overshadowed by the town’s older inhabitants.The Presbyterian
church opened in the 1970s, and had multiplied from twenty
original members to over seven hundred by the mid-1990s, but
most Koreans were understandably preoccupied with assimilating into their new environment and with further developing
their community. But as Broad Avenue changed and the town
became increasingly Korean, the church members no longer
remained mere outsiders; they were ushering in transformations and newfound opportunities for other Korean migrants.
Services at the church were larger and addressed all aspects of
immigrant life; the parish offered several Korean language and
youth services to help nurture a sense of communal togetherness. But just around the corner, there were signs of another
growing migrant group.
On weekdays and weekends, across several blocks on Broad
Avenue, day laborers from Central America—most from Guatemala—would line up against the walls of old stores, waiting in
the cold hours of the morning for fleeting job opportunities.
Their public lives were limited to contacts with contractors and
shopkeepers whose stores they would frequent; their undocumented status loomed over them and discouraged much interaction. While the emergence of the Korean element in town
came as a gradual surprise for the older White inhabitants, they
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expressed vitriolic concern at the new Hispanic workers:They
decried the crowded street corners where the Guatemalans
were often given job opportunities, going as so far as to call
them “eyesores” in some records.The Hispanic workers—probably motivated by the personal “success” stories of those living
in the more Hispanic-majority neighborhoods in surrounding
towns—were unaware of these escalating tensions. They were
poor and hoped to make money to send back to their home
countries as soon as possible. But the town was not prepared
for their arrival; many inhabitants struggled to come to terms
with a Palisades Park that no longer seemed familiar to them.

The Guatemalans were surprised by these initial advances; at
first, they did not know how to react to the group of Koreans
clumsily making their way over to them with bagels and hot
drinks, almost none of whom who knew how to speak Spanish.
Their only previous experience with the Koreans may have been
from shared bus rides, or the occasional shared glance at one
of the many stores and groceries in town. There was certainly
never a sustained push for conversation; there was too much
of a language barrier, too much of a class difference, for that, or
so it seemed. At this point, members of the two communities
were still focused on more intimate goals. In a way, they both
felt comfortable within the narrow limits of their own social
circles and habits—so an outsider would think. And so, despite
the good intentions of the Korean worshippers, the Hispanic
workers waved off their help and encouraged them to leave.
They acknowledged their efforts, but were unwilling to accept
their token.

It would have been easier for all parties to focus on their own
interests. After all, it did not appear that the possible benefits
from reaching out to one another outweighed the potential
for disastrous interethnic conflicts and an increasingly alienated
town base. But one Sunday morning, after weeks of deliberation
and meditation, the parishioners of the Presbyterian church
arrived at those same tightly packed corners on Broad Avenue
with breakfast and coffee for the Hispanic day laborers. The
Korean worshippers, spurred by their religious teachings and
their own backgrounds, had decided to help their immigrant
counterparts out of a shared sense of brotherhood. “We look
different from each other, but we’re brothers,” one follower later
said in a local journal; another remarked that they wished to
offer help after having been given personal support when large
numbers of Koreans had traveled to the country years earlier.
Another church leader believed that this outreach could show
that Koreans can take a central role in their town’s community
to help improve the conditions of other peoples—not only
those who were Korean.
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Every subsequent Saturday morning, just before the early
sunrise began shine on the glass oval windows and could reflect
against the silver cross of the Presbyterian church, the Korean
parishioners met and prepared new batches of coffee and bagels
for their Hispanic brothers.After another series of awkward and
jumbled interactions in the cold winter air, their advances were
turned down and dismissed.This would continue for weeks, with
each passing encounter doing little to create an understanding. The Koreans, though frustrated, were reasonably confused:
Their help was acknowledged, but did it maybe come across as
too pitiful for these workers? These failed morning expeditions
across town might have been disheartening for some, as they
seemed to underscore the immutable differences between the
two minority groups. But if there is one lesson any church can
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offer, it is in the importance of repeated communication. On
one morning trip, the parishioners finally made a breakthrough
with the Guatemalans with the help of a translator. Upon hearing
someone speak in Spanish, they felt more relaxed and at home
with these strangers. It was as if adopting their native tongue
was a more pronounced gesture than any of the warm food they
had brought along with them; it certainly felt more personal and
direct than the cumbersome English phrases that had originally
been used.The Hispanic workers smiled and accepted the presents, feeling thankful that their presence had been acknowledged
in a way that was neither patronizing nor pitying.The exchanges
were short, but a few burgeoning “holas” could be heard in
the crowd, as well as a few more brief phrases in English. The
Koreans did not necessarily share aspects of their culture, but
they did exhibit goodwill and a warm willingness to persevere
against these tough differences.

After nearly ten years of this ongoing relationship, the laborers began frequenting the Presbyterian church on a regular
basis.The parishioners offered Spanish services and Bible study,
but also English and Spanish language classes. Some worshippers offered seasonal workshops: there were short educational
programs that taught aspects of immigration law and healthcare,
as well as initiatives to connect laborers with other Hispanics
in surrounding areas. What had originally started as a hopeful outreach with few expectations evolved into a network of
opportunities and benevolence—one that was not restricted
by language barriers or wealth disparities.These efforts proved
a useful precedent for any immigrant interaction in the town.
Even outside the church, in local bodegas or Korean markets,
similar relationships would become the norm, as the Koreans, in
their rapid and continued growth, would maintain a distinctive
connection to the Hispanic community.

These weekly visits continued over the weeks, months, and
years. With time, the Koreans frequently invited the Hispanic
immigrants to their services and to their social events.At every
encounter, there were moments of awkward silence and hesitation, but the earnest intentions always seemed to overcome
any signs of miscommunication. Snippets of Spanish and Korean
were often more than enough to bridge the gap between the
two groups; phrases were learned and relearned, pronounced
incorrectly and altogether forgotten, but nonetheless helped
create budding friendships.According to the pastor, there were
always new things to learn from these interactions, as every
sentence, no matter how mundane, offered different perspectives, some that were all too often lost in the constant demographic changes in the town.

Most of the older inhabitants of the town were unsuited to
such developments; they were afraid that the influx of new immigrants threatened to drastically change certain aspects of their
community and further estrange the town’s minorities from
one another. And while the language differences were certainly
difficult, the limited but successful communication between
the Korean worshipers and the Hispanic workers suggested
it was the White majority that had become alienated from the
changing tides. Far from remaining insular, the Korean worshippers, in these small but wide-reaching encounters, stressed the
common background they shared with other Palisades Park
residents. In a newspaper clipping recounting the success, the
Korean Presbyterian pastor said just as much: “Every group
has prejudice. Every group can do more to understand the
other group.This is a small step, but it’s a beginning to establish
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fellowship with other human beings.” One wonders if at those
initial coffee meetings, all those years ago, it was possible to
sense the series of transformations that the new millennium
would bring. Or that the innocuous photographs from those
seemingly ephemeral encounters, with their relaxed smiles and
blurry resolutions, would become lasting mementos of a town
on the precipice of change.

many of which have been recently opened and expanded: In no
particular order, there are the Somahng Presbyterian Church,
the Living Hope Church, the YouYoung Church, the Good News
Community Church, and several others. If there is a new building
on one of the street corners, chances are that it houses another
new parish. It seems jarring that such an aesthetically unpleasing
area could contain so many different churches crowded so close
together. And yet on weekends, Commercial Avenue is one of
the busier areas in the entire town; not on the same level as
Broad Avenue, but mimicking enough of its services and features
to feel like its own small town. That there are new churches is
not surprising: since the 1990s, the number of Korean ministries in North Jersey has grown exponentially with increased
migration. But while some of those churches generated early
suspicion and surprised surrounding neighbors, these recent
developments arose quickly and quietly, away from the attention
of some of the town’s inhabitants. As the number of Koreans
increases, so naturally does the need for more parishes—ones
focusing not so much on assimilation, but on further serving
Korean community needs.

Upon leaving the basement, and after heading back towards
the exterior of the church, one is left with the impression
that time has somewhat stopped. The service will begin at any
moment, but the building is still empty.The streets, too, are very
dark and there are few signs of life. But suddenly the autumn
breeze picks up and moves a few fallen leaves across this side
of the street; it now feels brisker in the partly cloudy night.And
soon thereafter, a steady stream of worshippers makes their way
through the entrance. Some exchange friendly greetings with
one another, while others find their customary seats among the
rows of pews and wait patiently for the service to finally start.
“There will be coffee and other pleasantries after worship, as well
as new hours for Bible study,” remarks one member. “I will be
teaching English and learning some more Spanish on our weekly
Monday classes,” says another nearby. After a few minutes, the
conversations end and there is nobody remaining outside. But
as the cars and buses pass by in front and vanish once more
into the night, the glowing warmth of the light indoors shines
through the oval windows and illuminates the quiet street corner.

But these shuttle buses also bring, by way of the sauna’s attraction, many Protestant Korean churchgoers. On this same avenue
and on adjoining streets alone, there are at least six churches,
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Rallying Towards a New Future:
Political Awakenings in Palisades Park

O

n most summer evenings, while one is traveling through
Bergen Boulevard’s intermediate roads and through
the tightly knit boroughs towards Hudson County, and
maneuvering between the seemingly endless number of cars and
buses, it is possible to make out the smokey, inviting scent of
Korean barbecue, an aroma that somehow remains suspended
in the air, lingering from the edges of Palisades Park all the way
to nearby Fairview. The boulevard, a part of the greater Route
63, stands at the very summit of Pal Park.All of the town’s major
avenues lead eastward to this hilly peak, where a large number
of Korean eateries, restaurants, and services can still be found,
along with the remaining vestiges of its older community, like
the St. Nicholas Catholic Church or the still-popular Boulevard
Bagels. The street carves its way through surrounding suburban neighborhoods and acts as a faux boundary line for the
community; it is one of the last notable commercial hubs for
the town, and connects commuters and residents to adjacent
Fort Lee and Ridgefield. In the last few years, various businesses
and apartment complexes have established a prominent foothold in the area, expanding the town’s commercial and realty
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potential, as well as encouraging continued migration. Behind
the 9/11 memorial that emotionally, if not literally, towers over
the sweeping vista of the suburban metropolis, there are roads
whose terraces are littered with advertisements for countless
sleek, chic, but empty duplex apartments, lined up alongside one
another and reflecting the golden, shimmering sunlight in their
exaggeratedly expansive windows. Elsewhere, Korean restaurant
chains like Pelicana Chicken or the Japanese Izakaya Kumade
occupy vast stretches of parking lot space, but still at a rate that
remains nowhere near as prominent as that of the barbecues
that dot every few blocks or so of this stretched boulevard.
Standing at any accompanying intersection and looking past
the traffic or swaths of houses, one can look down the rolling
hills and almost see the town in its entirety, observing from one
end to another its many dimensions and just maybe seeing its
physical and social transformations occur in real time.

pretense of routine amid the pandemic’s overwhelming disruptions; it also explains why the barbeque roast is the only pervasive scent on this street. But while the community’s residents
are resigned to these isolated pockets of public space, hoping
to reclaim a degree of control over their social lives through an
inviting meal, nascent political developments are quietly emerging
and nudging the community towards a new course.Throughout
Bergen Boulevard, scattered across the slivers of unused and bare
land that lie between the various commercial and residential buildings, rows of lawn signs, in alternating red and blue hues, stick out
from the overgrown grass and seek out potential voters for their
cause.These placards advertise the imminent town council elections, where local education and business leaders vie for possible
representation and an opportunity to work with the mayor in
advocating for certain municipal proposals. Despite the prevailing
social limitations, the election remains on schedule and the town’s
residents are fully expected to mail in their votes. Any political
process seems hard to fathom in this current atmosphere—especially when the absence of crowds should theoretically restrict
voter turnout. And yet, these political advertisements can be
seen everywhere in town; they are visible on the front lawns of
most houses on every road leading to Bergen Boulevard and
Broad Avenue, or on the marketplace windows. Even if physical
interactions have been irrevocably altered, the borough’s political
processes continue to operate in the background as if nothing
were happening, somewhat indifferent to the current personal
and communal narratives—the pandemic ostensibly acting as a
mere, if turbulent, footnote in Palisades Park’s overarching history.

But tonight, the only notable change seems to be the town’s
unexpected stillness. Most shops are closed, the sidewalks and
roads are empty, and the overlooking urban landscape is dimmer.
The scant movement of buses and people on the boulevard on
a midsummer Saturday night would usually be nigh inexplicable
were it not for the prevailing effects of the coronavirus outbreak.
As the virus has plagued the state and the country, modest but
previously bustling towns like Palisades Park have adopted strict
measures that have naturally limited social contact and thrown
various businesses into disarray: Many karaoke bars and cafés
have closed down indefinitely, while others, like the neighboring
Jeong Yook Barbecue, have attempted to make appropriate use
of their ample property and offer outdoor accommodations.
That is why, though the streets are perhaps a bit quieter than
expected, some nearby restaurants are trying to maintain some
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In this year’s election, candidates Jae Park and Cynthia Pirrera
are running against Frank Donohue and Stephanie Jang for the
democratic council positions. Both parties, though running
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on similar platforms, are hoping to use their extensive backgrounds in commerce and education respectively to redirect the
borough’s financial budget and future projects.The pairs’ corresponding posters seem content enough to invoke oft-heard and
utterly vague political platitudes like “Vote to fix this!” or “Vote
for stable leadership.” An outside, impartial observer might question the importance of an election that relies on such slogans, or
at least wonder what genuine changes could be provoked given
the unexpected pandemic.And because all municipalities in New
Jersey must conduct their elections through mail, the election
simply feels more impersonal and detached; the broad swaths
of lawn signs appear unnecessary. But surprisingly enough—as
is always the case with events in the community—there have
already been rumors of discontent and drama regarding this
election, as Park and Pirrera claimed that their counterparts
engaged in some form of voter fraud, alleging that Donohue and
Jang, in violation of electoral and social protocols, engaged in
minor campaigning and asked residents to complete and submit
their ballots in person. Perhaps unintentionally echoing the larger,
national skepticism towards mail-in voting, Park and Pirrera
managed to trigger a thorough borough investigation into the
matter.The longer-term effects of the findings, and the election
results as a whole, will most likely not have too much influence
on the future of the community, but the episode highlights the
particular fervor that tends to accompany any political or civic
engagement here.

tensions heighten and come to a boil, as the continued
effects of migration are felt. Although the now-sparse sidewalks and the socially distant clusters of people render
such memories unbelievable, just less than two years ago
the general frustration spilled over and led to impassioned,
physical demonstrations throughout Broad and Boulevard.
Palisades Park was having its closest mayoral election race
in decades, and the community was at a veritable turning
point. Brandishing posters with mottos like “we will not
tolerate racism,” “everyone deserves a chance,” and “hate
has no home here,” and proudly extending American and
South Korean flags, three hundred or so local residents
marched along the town’s most prominent streets in June
2018, rallying spectators to join their cause against another
outward display of underlying racist sentiments.The crowd’s
relatively small size belied the true breadth of the protestors’
frustration at years of off-handed and understated prejudice
from their older American counterparts, as Korean Americans throughout the area united in their shared activism
for greater social acceptance and respect. Individuals from
surrounding Bergen County districts like Cresskill, Ridgefield and Fort Lee freely joined the rallies and vigorously
displayed solidarity with their Korean neighbors against
lingering cultural resentments promoted by older generations of migrants. Although bitterness between the town’s
various constituents has existed throughout its most recent
history—as seen most evidently in the 90s, during the initial
wave of Korean migration and the subsequent rise of their
businesses—there have been few, if any, times when the
borough’s Koreans were so outspoken and active as they
were during these marches. After years of commercial
expansion, Korean Americans finally began to exert greater

It is true that such trifles are inherent in many openly, selfavowed “small-town” neighborhoods, but the enthusiasm here
stems from a willingness to perhaps rectify Palisades Park’s
recent, turbulent past, which has been specifically marked by
repeated racial divides.With every minor conflict or controversy,
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political influence in the last decade or so, assuming noteworthy
roles in the education system and the borough council while
simultaneously founding civic and nonprofit organizations like
the Korean American Association of New Jersey. Such advances,
though not as visible as the opening of a new restaurant or business, better facilitated public engagement among Korean immigrants.These marches solidified these trends and finally reaffirmed
the Koreans’ status as established members of their community.

public ordinances working against Korean businesses in the 90s,
and palpable unease over the town’s growing Korean image
after the turn of the century.Though not living in Palisades Park,
Chae felt an emotional responsibility to unite Korean voices
and demand a response to such racist remarks; he organized
the rallies to demonstrate how Koreans were eager to actively
oppose longstanding prejudices. Susan Jang, another outspoken
leader of the rallies and a member of the Korean Committee,
echoed Chae’s position, and believed that Rotundo’s harmful and
outdated message needed to be vocally opposed for there to be
any kind of future reconciliation. On that rainy June afternoon,
sometimes with a megaphone in one hand and an umbrella in
the other, they could both be seen heading a sizeable crowd
along the then-packed Broad Avenue sidewalks, encouraging
older and younger Korean Americans alike to stake their worth
proudly and collectively in a town that has long been their home.

The catalyst for these unprecedented rallies was as upsetting
as it was expected: in a series of Facebook diatribes, Lorraine
Rotundo, the elderly mother of incumbent mayor James
Rotundo, attacked and rebuked the town’s Korean inhabitants,
expressing sharp disapproval over candidate and councilman Chris Chung’s growing popularity. Offended at the close
primary election results, she directed her frustration towards
her Korean neighbors, questioning their status as “Americans”
and othering their culture from the supposedly authentic and
English-speaking community she had originally lived in: “Let the
goddamn Koreans have this F’n town...All of us Americans are
so done.” Although the online post was swiftly deleted, several
Korean residents managed to save and archive her rants; not
long afterwards, her words spread like wildfire through Korean
social media, reaching the corners of every Koreatown in the
tri-state area, and even as far as ones in California and the
West Coast. That Mrs. Rotundo felt comfortable enough to
openly demonize Korean voters was bad enough; the fact that
she, as the mayor’s mother, disavowed much of her community
amplified matters and threatened to forever alienate countless
residents. For many individuals, like Dumont’s Jimmy Chae, such
sentiments summarized decades of tacit unacceptance: the initial
skepticism and disapproval following migration in the late 80s,
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Naturally, the demonstrations caught the attention of several
local news outlets in North Jersey, primarily because they felt
like a significant coming-of-age moment for the diverse cast
of Korean Americans in the area. Whereas in the past they
would have felt more inclined to ignore or reconcile themselves to such hostile remarks, the Korean immigrants now felt
comfortable and confident enough to challenge those worldviews. Even Koreans who had only recently immigrated, though
not fully comprehending the pervasive effects of the decades
of racial tension, felt emboldened by their Korean American
counterparts and supported their claim for social acceptance.
One of these migrants, Subin Park, had heard about the rallies
through a group chat at her local church. She travelled to the
States to study and complete an internship at one of the many
major Korean retailers in the greater metropolitan area. In
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her own estimation, her English was merely passable, but she
had nonetheless decided upon living in Palisades Park because
she believed that its unique demographics would mean she
would be welcome, and ease any fears she had about assimilating.
Sharing a smaller but comfortable apartment with her friend
Grace, who had grown up in the town, and seeing first-hand
the pervasive extent of Korean culture, Subin understood why
older generations of Americans would feel resentful of the rapid
changes—she joked at one point that the town was so Korean
that she had to sometimes go elsewhere to practice speaking
her English. Subin, however, appreciated the town’s inclusivity and the many opportunities it could offer to migrants like
her; rather than seeing a community marked by an “oppressive”
Korean majority, she instead often witnessed a landscape characterized by its interethnic relations and mixed identity. At its
heart, Palisades Park is another, if more extreme, example of
an American migrant success story. The conflicts that reoccur
every few years or so are a byproduct of its ever-burgeoning
diversity. As Carol K. Park, researcher at the Young Oak Kim
Center for Korean American Studies at the University of California, remarked to a North Jersey newspaper at the time, Koreans
and other minority groups have always become the targets of
discrimination as they moved into and started businesses in
locales that were traditionally non-Korean. Such was the case
in Los Angeles during the peak of early Korean migration, as
well as in in Harlem and Queens during the 1980s. Over time,
distresses slowly transform into tolerance and then recognition,
as residents from divergent backgrounds grow accustomed to
living with one another.

real, and not something that can be simply dismissed or ignored.
Council members like teacher Audrey Dellosa, for instance,
believe that bigoted opinions are taught and not inherently
assumed; because her students are constantly exposed to each
other’s cultures and disparate backgrounds, they learn to be
more accepting. While this is certainly true in the case of the
town’s younger inhabitants, such an approach is not as effective with the community’s White and Italian American minorities. Even after thirty years of sustained demographic changes,
there are many individuals who still feel threatened by the
overwhelmingly predominant use of Korean or the prevalence
of Korean stores.Anthony, a resident who has lived in the town
since the 70s but bears no affiliation with the owner of the
pharmacy store with the same name, witnessed the rallies in
person and sympathized with his neighbors’ cause—“nobody
should be outed like that,” he remarked—but believed that
Koreans could still better assimilate themselves. Or as another
interviewee, lifetime townswoman, Colleen Blackmore, said at
the time, “There is nothing American about that main street,
and it makes people upset.” Compared with the Italian and
German immigrants of yesteryear, who supposedly never forced
their languages upon public spaces, the Koreans are deviating
from the expected, “standard” form of assimilation. They do
not want to be Americans, they want to be Koreans, so the
idea goes.These sentiments echo those expressed years before,
when inhabitants worried that Koreans were transforming the
social and commercial landscape with little regard to the people
who previously lived there, erasing decades of town history
in the process. For others, the ubiquitous rise of apartment
duplexes has been another alarming trend: Antiquated and
small single-family homes are being levelled and replaced with
these townhouses that, though they better cater to the town’s

Of course, these transitions are always difficult and never
straightforward; the discomfort experienced by other locals is
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increasingly commuter-oriented population, do not offer the
same old, charming and inviting façade. Designed with near-identical outdoor staircases, wide garages, and opulent windows,
the duplexes, in their uniformity, abandon distinctiveness for
comfort; they are little different from the countless other apartments in other Bergen communities.As such, the town does not
appear as amicable and interconnected as it was before; with its
metropolitan, international restructuring, it feels stranger, and
its inhabitants more isolated from one another than ever before.

instance, Jason and Max appreciated how students could have
separate backgrounds but nonetheless communicate and form
lasting relationships—behavior that later helped them assimilate
in other diverse settings like a campus or, more comprehensively, cities like New York. Even former Mayor Rotundo, whose
mother had sparked the virulent controversy, had displayed such
an empathic attitude during his early tenure, as he worked with
Korean residents to erect a memorial for comfort women and
to bring light to their cause. As he and other council leaders
understood, assimilation does not suggest losing an inherent
heritage and replacing it with another; rather, it means allowing
one’s voice and culture to be heard and comfortably manifested.
Political leadership plays only a small role in that process.

What these residents do not recognize, however, is that the
increased visibility of Korean Americans in politics is in fact an
overt example of attempted assimilation: their success at the
polls does not reflect an attempt to usurp an older cultural
milieu, but rather demonstrates an underlying desire for agency
and autonomy.The racial tensions will persist, yet the hope has
always been that if Koreans and the borough’s other ethnicities could openly cooperate and work together, interpersonal
bridges could be erected that would allow every individual and
group to reach their full potential. For younger inhabitants like
Jason Park and Max Sanchez—both college undergraduates who
previously lived with their first-generation immigrant families
and who grew up when the town was already predominantly
Korean—the diverse representation enables an open-mindedness that is not readily found in many areas of the state, let
alone the rest of the country. In fact, its diversity epitomizes the
clichéd image of the American melting pot:Although the stores
and streets are outwardly Korean, the underlying civic and social
life is dictated by the constant exchange of Korean, European,
and Hispanic cultural influences, with people trying to understand and interact with each other because and despite these
differences.When they were both in the local school system, for
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Months after the initial rallies, once the dust had settled
and the election decided, Mrs. Rotundo’s comments, while still
provoking distrust and discomfort, were more or less disregarded by the popular consciousness. The collective sense of
enthusiasm and pride, however, continued to surge within the
Korean American community; there was finally a belief that they
could use that momentum to enact long-term changes. And
so, on a momentous night in January 2019, in a tightly packed
high school auditorium, Governor Phil Murphy swore in Mayor
Christopher Chung—Palisades Park’s first official Korean American mayor. Following in the footsteps of Representative Andy
Kim in New Jersey’s third congressional district, Mayor Chung
became one of the select few Asian American leaders in the state,
effectively inaugurating a new era in political representation.As
was in the case in the previous year’s demonstrations, not everyone who was present at the mayoral ceremony was necessarily
a Palisades Park inhabitant: there were church and business
members from neighboring Koreatowns, as well as non-Korean
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elected officials from other Bergen locales accompanying the
governor. But they all eagerly waited for the historical moment
when Chung, placing his hand on the Bible and repeating his
ordained oath in the presence of his audience, would officially
assume office. After witnessing a year of divisive rhetoric and
strained relation, Chung sent an inclusive and optimistic message
to his listeners and neighbors, urging the town to unite and
cooperate in order to move past decades-old prejudices, and
offer bountiful opportunities for “every single man, woman and
child regardless of color, creed, political affiliation, or religion.”
Though vague and only superficially offering definitive proposals, his words nonetheless presaged an exciting and honest
outlook, one which implored the community to begin working
fully towards its best possible intentions. When the ceremony
finally ended, large numbers of Korean Americans flocked to
nearby restaurants. Barbecues throughout Broad Avenue and
Bergen Boulevard were overfilled with sustained celebrations, as
the town’s Korean Americans, buoyed by the sense of tangible
change, looked towards the future with hope and determination.

pace that is still often too quick to document adequately. The
hustle and bustle that so characteristically defines contemporary Broad Avenue might have momentarily slowed down, but
on sites like Bergen Boulevard, with its hilly, scenic perspective
overlooking the vast expanses of Bergen and Hudson Counties,
encompassing the plethora of local restaurants and businesses
as well as the countless rows of new duplexes and old houses,
each marked by humble political placards and evergreen trees,
populated by migrants of all social and economic backgrounds,
it is possible to see a landscape of potentially unending promise. There are several unknowns and questions waiting to be
explored; it will be interesting to observe what changes will
occur as the town continues to develop its identity. As the
town adopts a more international and commercial attitude,
will it welcome a different class of migrants, like those Korean
students and workers who only temporarily become a part of
the community, stopping there on the way to their future lives
in New York or Seoul? Or will the town accept other groups of
immigrants, some that may live alongside the Korean Americans
or even eventually assume their roles? Perhaps the Hispanic
minority will have its own coming-of-age moment and vocalize
its concerns, thereby growing into a greater part of the suburban
scenery. Of course, with these questions, it is always difficult to
know where to begin looking for clues, let alone answers: It is
impossible and irresponsible to reduce personal narratives to
overarching trends and patterns. But looking out over the town,
noticing the little insignificant details that form the foundation
for every lived experience in Palisades Park, one can appreciate
the changing sceneries in all their glory.

Those jubilant scenes were just over a year ago. In the time
since then, the mayor and his council have announced some tax
proposals and pushed for educational reform, all the while trying
to promote new business expansion and further incentivize
migration into the community. But perhaps most importantly,
he has become enmeshed in the town’s political apparatus, with
little to no consideration given to his Korean identity. He no
longer embodies the “rise of the Korean majority” or the town’s
racial divides; he is merely its mayor and a representative of its
inhabitants.Although the town hall and the accompanying municipal buildings are frequently empty due to the recent pandemic,
Palisades Park continues to transform in the background, at a
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